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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION: THE FOREST RESERVE OONrROVERSY UNFOIDED 
The forest reserve controversy oentered on the ques­
t10n of whether the United States was requ1red to comply 
fully with a contract whioh was not fully compIled w1th by 
the other party, the Northern Pacifio Bai1road. At stake in 
the controversy was a oonsiderable area of land Which was 
part of the national forests. The oontroversy has not been 
explored in detail to this time, but is a Vital oontinuance 
of the study of the relationship between the United States 
and. the Northern Paoific, and oonstitutes the final chapter 
of the history of the land grant to the Railroad. The study 
centers on the struggle by the United states to retain cer­
tain national forest lands in the face of a 1921 Supreme 
Oourt deoision awarding them to the Northern Pacific. 
The materials used in this study were primarily the 
extensive hearings before two Congressional Committees which 
contained t~emendous amounts of 1nformation about the 
Northern Paclfic and 1ts relationship to the United states, 
and the court records, statutes, and. Oongressional documents 
of the time. Very few newspaper artioles and. periodicals 
paid a.ttention to the controversy so little use ot them was 
possible. The early history of the land grant and the early 
forfeiture movement were wall resea.rohed and doownented by 
~:Y"·;,c. ------ ......!!!!!!!!!II!!!!!!!!!!!!II!!!!!!!!!!!!II!!!__ _ 
great extent lndetal11ng the earl;y ntstot'7 t}t tn~S~nt'" 
There was. however. no schclarq histot'1 « the N~'he:rn 
Paoific wrItten sInce the book by B. V. ~11e7 publls.hed In 
188). It was neeesaar" \0 pIeoe tosetner tn.. st~1'7 t}t the 
Northern Pac1fie after 1883 by Gt}nBultlng many VArl~4 
souroes .. 
This study Intends to .iJtab11sh tbat the United 
States had a Y.].ld 01a1m to retaIn the mtloMl tot'.~t lall4iJ 
despite the Supreme court decision, and that the flml ~lJo­
lutlon ot the case marked a v1otory tor the United ~tat.s. 
A grant of land was made to the Northern 'aolflo 
the Paoific Ooean and was a oonstant souroe of dispute from 
1864, the date of the grant, until the final settlement in 
1941. The forest reserve question was the final episode in 
the long struggle and was one of the few times that the 
Northern Paoifio did not emerge viotorious. 
The land grant of the Northern Pacifio as stated in 
1864 oonsisted of: 
.... every alternate seotion of public land, not 
mineral, designated by odd numbers, to the amount of 
twenty alternate seotions per mile, on eaeh side of 
said railroad line, as said company may adopt,
through the territories of the United States, and 
ten alternate sections of land per mile on eaoh 
3 
side of said rallroad whenever it passes through anylstate. • • • 
These granted lands were called primary or plaoe 
lands. To oompensate the Northern Pacific for any lands 
whioh were disposed of by the United states under the public 
land laws prior to the definite location of the road. an 
additional area of alternate seotions of land ten miles wide 
on each side of the grant called the indemnity belt was set 
aside to be claimed bY' the Northern Pacific if needed to 
2 
satisfy the grant. In 1870, additional land was granted in 
the same quantities as in 1864 for a line to run from Port­
land, Oregon. to Tacoma on Puget Sound. Also included 
within this additional grant was a second belt of ten miles 
beyond the first indemnity limit to replaoe losses Which 
could not have been satisfied by the original indemnity pr~ 
vision. This seoond indemnity limit extended along the 
3
entire length of the road. 
The loss in the primary limit was extensive because 
of settlement making it necessary to select land in the 
indemnity limits to fulfill the grant. This 1ndemnity land 
11) u.s. stat~'tes 367 (1864).
-2 Ibid., p. 368. 
3Un1ted states Congress, House, Committee on the 
Pub110 Lands, The North.rn Pao1i'10 Land Grant. Bear1ngs
before Committee, beth Congress, rst sflsslon•. on H.J.Res. 
183. (Part 1 of .5 parts, Wash1~ton: Government Printing 
Off1ce, 1924), p. 99. ThiS w111 hereafter be referred to as 
House BearingS. 
..~
 I
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4 
had to be selected by the Northern Pacific and approved by 
~ 
the General Land Office and. the Secretary of the Interior I[I 
before it was patented to the Company. 
The grant was not all one sided as the grant ing act 
of 1864 contained a provision which gave the United States 
the right to reduced transportation charges for all Govern­
mental services. An act was passed by Congress on July 12. 
1876, which actually fixed reduced rates for the Gavernmen­
1 
tal traffie--rates Which remained in effect until 1941. 
The land in question in the forest reserve contro­
versy was set aside by President Theodore Roosevelt by 
authority of the Forest Reserve Act of 1891. While the 
acreage involved in the original case was not large, the 
implications of the oase extended far beyond the fate of the 
5,000 aores in question. D. F. McGowan, the chief repre­
sentative of the Forest Service and the driving foroe beh.1nd 
the Government's efforts to retain the lands summed up these 
implioations well when he wrote: 
There are now within the boundaries of the national 
forests in Montana, Idaho, and Washington approximately
2,500,000 aores of odd-numbered seotions of land Within 
the indemnity limits of the Northern Pacific grant. 
lunited States Congress, Joint Committee on the 
Investigation of the Northern Pacific Railroad Land Grants, 
Reari~ Before the Joint COngressional Committee on ~ 
foves gae!on of~e BortheTn 'aoitlo Baltioa! tina-Grants 
('art rof I3 parts; VashIngton: Government lSrl'iifing
Office, 1925-1928). p. 448. This will hereafter be referred 
to as Joint Hearipgs. 
5 
These lands have been considered by Congress the 
property of the United states for a great many years. 
The Government has expended considerable sums of 
money in their protection and administration. 
These odd-numbered sections in the national forests 
checkerboard the adjacent lands therein. Should 
the Government be forced to give up these lands at 
this date it would mean not only that their values 
would be lost to the national forests, but that the 
value of the remaining even-numbered seotions would 
be lessened by the presence of alienated odd-numbered 
sections among them. These national forest lands 
hang in the balance and they should be saved to the 
United states if it is Possible to do so.l 
Although the forest reserve controversy centered 
around the control of lands in the indemnity l1mits of the 
Northern Pacific land grant, a general investigation of the 
grant was undertaken in an attempt to retain the lands in 
question for the United states. 
The railroad land grants were the most important of 
the land laws in their influence on the forest lands as 
several of the railroad grants included lands in the richest 
2 
timber region of the United states. The Northern Pacific 
grant crossed timber lands in Wisoonsin, Minnesota, and the 
timbered areas from Western Montana to the Pacific Ocean. 
The large area of the grant--as much as sixty miles on each 
side of the road in the territories--coupled with large 
timbered areas of the Pacifio Northwest meant that many of 
the forest lands were included in the place limits or 
1 Ibld., p. 25.
-
2John Ise The United states Forest Policy (New 
Haven: Yale Unl;erslty Press, 1920), p. 54. 
6
 
indemnity limits of the grant. In fact, about three 
quarters of the Northern Pacific grant or about 33,000,000 
acres of land was located in the Pacific Northwest. OVer 
13,000,000 aores of the grant were heavily timbered. 
The forest reserves were set aside in an attempt to 
save some of the timber resources of the United states. 
Much of the public domain including most of the best timber 
lands had already passed into the hands of settlers, speou­
lators, and land. grant railroads. In addition, thieves had 
stolen large quantities of timber from lands which still 
belonged to the United States. Faulty land laws and failure 
by Congress to provide for funds to properly protect public 
timber made the Government helpless to prevent depredation. 
The movement whioh finally oulminated in the estab­
lishment of the forest reserves began when the Secretary of 
the Inter10r under President Hayes, carl Schurz, made recom­
mendations whloh were later to become the forest pollcy of 
the United states. In his report for 1877, Schurz reoom­
mended: 
'That Congress be requested to enaot a law provid­
ing f or the oare and custody of such timber lands as 
are unfit for agrioulture and for the gradual sale 
of the timber thereon and for the perpetuation of the 
growth of timber on such lands by suoh needful rules 
lsarah Jenkins salo, "Timber Conoentration in the 
Pacifio Northwest" (unpublished PhD dissertation. Columbia 
University, 1945), p. 12. 
7 
1
and regulations as may be required to that end.' 
However, Congress was not yet ready to act on the 
program. William Andrew Jackson Sparks, as Land Commis­
sioner. called attention to the fraud perpetrated under the 
public land laws. He withheld patents and inclicated his 
intention of enforcing the laws controlling the land grant 
railroads. The railroads showed the1r political muscle 
immediately. 
This stand against the ra11roads 1mmediately

produced an organized movement in Washington to
 
break down the program of reform and to restore
 
the era of 'fraud, favoritism and fees.' as Sparks
2called it. 
Sparks was the vict1m of this pressure and was dis­
missed in November of 1887 with his program surviving only a 
short time longer than he--until April 6. 1888, when the 
3
orders were revoked. Sparks had been sacrificed to the 
railroads but the incident brought the attention of the 
public to the problems of the public lands and f1nally 
4 
forced the Republicans to act. 
The reform movement culminated in the passage of the 
act of 1891. later called the Forest Reserve Act. Its most 
laoy Robbins, our Landed Her1tags: The Pttblic 
Dotn.a1n lZ~t~ (Princeton: Princeton Un1vers tty Press, 194~ r:' p. ··7. 
2Ibid •• p. 293 •
............
 
4Ib1d •• p. 294. 
~ 
d 
8 
important provision allowed the President to set aside areas 
1
of timber lands as nattonal parks. President Harrison 
wasted no time, creat1ng six forest reservations in 1891-92 
and nine Illore during 1892-93. The next President, Graver 
Cleveland, favored the forest reserve policy but was con­
cerned with protective legislation for the reserves created 
by his predecessor. He created two reserves comprising 
5,000,000 acres, but waited in vain for the passage of pro­
tective legislation before creating more. Congress remained 
dormant even to the request of the Forestry Bureau for leg­
2 
lslation to protect the reserves from fire. Just before be 
left offioe, Cleveland proclaimed thirteen new forest 
3 
reserves encompassing 21,000,000 acres of timber land. 
Western interests were opposed to the oreation of these 
reserves and attempted to restore them to the public domain 
by Congressional action, but Cleveland was not intimidated 
4 
and pooket vetoed the bill. A special sesslon of Congress 
after Cleveland left office managed to modify the reserves 
set aside by him. The order creating the reserves was 
delayed for nine months and other concessions were made to 
5
aid miners and farmers in the reserves. These modifica­
tions as a result or western dissatiSfaction with the 
126 U.S. statutes 1103 (1891).
-2Ise. ER. cit., p. 120. 
JRobbins, ,2R. oit., p. 314. 
4Ib1d ., p. 321. 5Ibld., pp. 321-322. ~ 
~ 
9 
, " 
reserves only seemed to create more problems. The Forest 
Lieu Land Aot of 1897 designed to aid the settler who was 
located in a forest reserve aotually opened the way for 
persons to acqUire valuable lands. The act provided: 
' ••• in cases in which a tract covered by an 
unperfected bona. fide claim, or by a patent, is 
included within the limits of a forest reservation 
the settler or owner thereof may, it he desires to 
do so, relinquish the tract to the Government, and 
may select in lieu thereof a tract of vacant land 
open to settlement not exceeding in area the tract 
covered by his claim or patent. ,I 
The phrase, If or owner" J gave railroads the opportu­
nity to exohange worthless land in the forest reserves for 
other valuable land in another area. 
In 1905, the Department of the Interior relinqUished 
control of the forest reserves to the Department of Agricul­
ture which then led the fight to reform the reserve legisla­
tion. The Forest Lieu Land Act of 1897 was repealed, thus 
removing one of the main causes of abuse. other reforms 
empowered the Secretary of Agrioulture to permit leasing of 
grazing land in the reserves, and in 1906 permitted the 
occupation under the homestead laws of lands whioh were
 
2
 
ohiefly valuable for agriculture. Despite these reforms, 
western interests were not satisfied and succeeded in 1907 
in ending the President's power to establish reserves by 
21 Ibid., pp. )45-346.Ib1d. J p. 339. 
------­
~ 
10 
1 
giving this power to Congress. President Theodore, Roose­
velt negated some of the effect of this action by oreating 
twenty-one new forest reserves before signing the act. This 
brought the total area in the forest reserves to C1'1er 
2150,000,000 acres in 1$9 national forests. 
The threat to the forest reservations was embodied in 
a decision by the Supreme Court of the United States in 1921 
in a suit brought by the United States to cancel a patent 
given to the Northern Pacifio for 5,681.76 aores of land in 
Montana.. The patent had been issued by mistake for land. 
3
which was reserved by the President in 1904. This land was 
located in the Gallatin National Forest and within the 
inde~ty limits established by the act of 1864 granting the 
lands to the Northern Pacific. 
The point in question was not the validity of the 
Forest Reserve Act of 1891, but rather, whether lands needed 
to satisfy the grant made to the Northern Pacific could have 
been appropriated by the United States and inclUded in the 
forest reserves. 
The 5,000+ acres in question in the court case were 
selected by the Northern Pacific in the prescribed manner. 
However, the President of the United states had issued a 
21Ibid., pp. 348-349. llli.. p. )49.
-
3United States v. Northern Pacific Railway COmpany. 
256 u.s. 51, 58-~1 (1921). 
11 
temporary withdrawal order on January 29, 1904, before the 
land was surveyed, to preserve the land from selection by 
the Northern Paoific while an investigation was made to 
evaluate the lands as a possible addition to the forest 
1 
reserves. The list of selections by the Northern Pacific 
was forwarded to the Commissioner of the General Land. Office 
on April 7, 1905. The letter which forwarded the list con­
tained the following statement: 
'We doubt very much whether we should have allowed 
this list to become of record, for the reason that it 
is within the limits of the proposed addition to the 
Gallatin Forest Reserve, but thought best to leave it 
to your offioe for aotion, inasmuch as you ~ould order 
the list oanceled if you desired to do so.' 
This original list of selections was examined in the 
Land Office by an examiner who noted opposite the selec­
tions: 'Addition to Gallatin Forest January 29. 1904 
3(Reserve).' 
Another list was prepared from the original list 
according to the custom of the Land Office and. this new list 
was submitted to the Secretary of the Interior for his 
approval. This list made no mention of the withdrawal of 
4 
the land. for the forest reserve.	 The selection was 
1
.!£!9:., p. 61.
 
2unlted states v. Northern f.!g • .!!l • .£2•• 264 F. Rptr.
 
898.	 899-'19~0)•
 
4
 ~ •• p. 900.3Ibid • 
~ 
12 
approved and the land patented to the Northern Pacific. On 
March 7, 1906. an executive order was issued making these 
lands part of the forest reserves as the error was not dis­
covered for five years. When the discsvery was made, the 
1
suit was brought f or the recovery of the lands. 
The case was heard by the District Court with the 
United states losing the case because of the finding that 
there was insufficient land remaining in the indemnity 
limits of the grant to satisfy the losses in the place 
limits. The special report of the Commissioner of the 
General Land Office in 1906 showed the grant to be deficient 
2 
by 4,092,472.99 acres. This meant that the Northern 
Pacific was entitled to all of the odd-numbered sections of 
land available in the indemnity limits of the grant at the 
time of the report. 
At the time of the District Court case, D. F. 
l-IcGowan, the man who led the fight to retain the lands, was 
at Missoula, Montana, in charge of the le.gal work of the 
Forest Service. In the case, there was a stipulation Which 
McGowan felt completely destroyed the Government's case 
because it stipulated the existence of a shortage in the 
grant. He contaoted his solicitor in Washington twioe rec­
1United states v. Northern Paoific Railway Company, 
256 u.s. 51, 60-61 (1921). 
2 
~ 
Ibid •• p. 62. 
--
13 
ommendlng that the case not be taken to court, but his 
advioe was not heeded and he was forced to continue with the 
1 
case. 
In its decision, the Distrlot Court said: 
In oontracts the United states Is obligated to 
fair dealing, good faith, and honesty even as persons 
are--more, by way of good example. If the Un!ted 
States deliberately repudIates: its oontracts why 
expeot its oitizens to perform thelrs?2 
JUdge Bourquin. in his deoision mentioned that the 
Northern Paoifio performed its agreement 35 years before by 
building the road and now the United states should perform 
1ts part of the agreement by conveying the land whioh was 
3
earned but not received. The Judge stated that a defi­
oiency existed and the land belonged to the Railroad. 
• • • that prior to said temporary Withdrawal it 
had been asoertained by the Interior Department that 
if all the lands of seleotive character within the 
indemn1ty belts, including the lands involved herein 
were appropriated to defendant's grant, defendant 
would receive 4,086,000 acreS's [sic] less than it 
is entitled to. less than the grant; and that this 
defioienoy eXists now. 4 
The United States took the oase to the Cirouit Court 
Of Appeals whioh affirmed the judgement of the District 
Court that the lands were not the property of the United 
5States and that the Northern Paoific was entitled to them. 
1Joint Hearings, ~. cit.. parts 4- 5. p. 2012.
 
2 J 4
 
Ibid .. , p. 2990. Ibid ... p. 2989. IbId. 
5Unlted states v. Northern Pao. Bl. £2... 264 F .. Rptr. 
909 (r9~O). 
14 
The SUpreme Court decided in similar fashion: 
Giving effect to all that bears on the SUbject, 
we are of opinion that after the company earned the 
right to receive what was intended by the grant it 
was not admissible for the Government to reserve or 
appropriate to its own uses lands in the indemnity
limits required to supply losses in the place 
limits • Of course, if it could take part of the 
lands required for that purpose, it could take all 
and thereby wholly defeat the provision for indemnity. 
But it cannot do either. The 'SUbstantial right' 
conferred by that provision (Weyerhaeuser v. H§lf'
supra), cannot be thus cut down or extinguishe • 
This decision affected far more than the 5000+ acres 
in Montana. Any lands in the indemnity limits of the 
Northern Pacific grant from Wisconsin to Washington needed 
to satisfy the grant were to be made available to the Rail­
road. It should be noted that the decision only applied if 
there were a deficiency in the land grant at the time of the 
temporary withdrawal, for the Court stated that the United 
states could reserve land in the indemnity limits as long as 
there were sufficient lands remaining to satisfy all losses 
2 
in the place limits at the time of the Withdrawals. The 
Supreme Court was not convinced that the evidenoe presented 
in the case established the shortage at the time of the tem­
porary withdrawal. The Railroad was entitled to an accurate 
determination of this question as was the United States, and 
lUnited States v. Northern Paoific Railway Comp!ny. 
256 u.S. 31, b6-b7 rr921). 
2 Ibid •• p. 65. 
15 
the question was properly the responsibility of the General 
Land Office. If a shortage eXisted, it was to be confirmed 
by the General Land Office and any land which was to belong 
to the Railroad was to be patented to it. The 1906 report 
by the Commissioner of the General land Office to the Secre­
tary of the Interior was not oonfirmed by the Secretary as 
reqUired by the Act of March 3, 1887 and thus was not suffi­
1
cient proof of a deficiency. 
Another factor in the case which was still under dis­
pute between the United States and the Railroad was the 
exact measure of the grant. The correct measure of the 
grant was the total of the odd-numbered sections in the 
place limits unless: 
(a) part of the grant included only a moiety of 
those sections, or (b) the route of this road and 
that of another with a prior land grant were found 
to be upon the same general line, in which event a 
stated deduct ion was to be made from the amount of 
land granted to this company. There would be no 
right to indemnity as respects the moiety not 
included, nor as respects the lands reqUired to be 
deducted. Either of those conditions, if eXisting, 
would affect the measure of the grant and would have 
to be considered in determining whether there was a 
deficiency. The stipulation does not show the 
presence or the absence of either condition, and 
the matter is not one of which oourts take judioial
notice. Therefore the actual situation, whatever 
it may have been, should have been shown. As this 
was not done, neither party 1s entitled to have the 
question Whether there was a defioiency determined 
upon the present reeord. 2 
lIbid., p .. 68. 2Ibid ., pp. 68-69.
-
16 
The case was then remanded to the District Court to 
allow the parties an opportunity to ascertain the status of 
the grant. 
The problem facing the United states was very clear. 
Either the status of the grant would show that at the time 
of the withdrawals, enough land remained in the indemnlty 
limits to satisfy the grant or the national forest lands 
would be lost to the Northern Pacific. Unless Congressional 
action was taken, the matter rested in the hands of the 
General Land Office which was examining the grant. 
The District Court and later the Supreme Court con­
sidered only the question of the nonperformance by the 
United states and did not discuss the question of compliance 
by the Railroad with its part of the contract. other fac­
tors of past performance by the Northern Pacific other than 
the faot that the road had been bUilt were not considered. 
It was these questions--the past performance by the Northern 
Pacific and. the question of the aetWll shortage in the 
grant--that gave hope that perhaps the forest reserve lands 
could be saved. The Supreme CQurt had directed that the 
actual status be determined and while the General Land 
Office was examining the grant, Congressional action was 
being considered by the Forestry Bureau. 
The examination by the General Land Offioe oooupied 
the remainder of 1921, all of 1922 and was oompleted in 
17 
December of 1923. At that time the Secretary of the 
Interior reported a tentative finding of a deficiency of 
3,900,000 acres. This was somewhat less than the 4,092,472.99 
acres of the report of 1906 but still represented a tremen­
dous loss of land. in the national forests. This meant that 
some 2,500,000 aores of land in the forest reserves would 
1have been taken to make up part of the defioiency. 
Clearly, Congressional action wa.s needed to save the lands 
in question. 
The Congressional phase of the forest reserve contro­
versy began in 1924 with Senate and House Committees deeid­
ing to investigate the entire question of the Northern 
Pacific land grant. A special joint oommittee was appointed 
to evaluate the grant and make any recommendations for 
adjustment which it might consider necessary. After very 
extensive hearings, the oommittee reoommended that the land 
be retained by the United States and that judicial proceed­
ings be instituted to effect a final settlement of the 
entire question of the grant with IIny award to the Railroad 
a cash award rather than one of land. These court prooeed­
ings were instituted as direoted and were not finally 
settled until 1941. The final result of the judioial phase 
was retention by the United States of all the land in ques-
IJoint Hearipe;s, ,2R. oit., part 1, p. 25. 
18 
tlon and the payment of a cash award by the Northern Pacific 
to the United States. The United states succeeded in pre­
serving the national forests and in circumventing the deci­
sion by the Supreme Court in 256 u.s. 51. 
The basis of the final settlement was, in part, the 
eVidence of the nonperformance by the Northern Pacific of 
its part of the contract. In order to evaluate the extent 
of this nonperformance by the Railroad, it was essential to 
exa.mine the early history of the grant. 
CHAPTER II 
THE EARLY HISTORY OF THE GRANT 
The General Land Office finding of the shortage 
reported in 1923 indicated that the only way to save the 
forest reserves was to delve into the question of nonperfor­
manoe by the Northern Pacific of its part of the agreement. 
An examination of the terms of the grant and. some of the 
history of the Northern Pacifio helped in the understanding 
of the position taken by the United States that the Railroad 
had, in fact, not complied with all the terms of the grant. 
The land. grant of the Northern Pacific was under 
attack during much of its early history with the forfeiture 
movement of the 1870's and 1880's the outstanding example of 
these attaoks. The movement for forfeiture of railroad land 
grants was a complex one with roots in commercial rivalry 
and agrarian unrest. The great land giveaway of the 1860's 
was being reoonsidered in the light of railroad practices 
and soandals. The Northern Pacific as the recipient of the 
largest grant was the foremost target of those who soUght to 
recover the lands. 
Early attempts to regain the lands were aimed at 
individual railroads, were sucoessful in the case of some 
small roads, but were frustrated by the larger roads such as 
the Northern Paoific which managed to protect their grants. 
20 
Emphasis was finally given to a measure which forfeited all 
unea.rned grants, and. after a eonsiderable debate over what 
constituted an unearned grant, the general measure passed 
Congress in 1890. Yet, many firm advocates of forfeiture 
were very disappointed with the measure and considered it a 
defeat because ot its limited scope. 
Jos1a.h Perham ot Boston was the actual creator ot the 
Northern Paoific. His first attempt was to gain the route 
to San Francisoo, but this move failed as the oharters were 
given to the Union Paoific and Central Paoifio Railroads in 
1862. Not to be denied in his effort to gain a transoonti­
nental railroad, Perham SWitched allegianoe to the northern 
route. With the help of Thaddeus Stevens, Perham sucoeeded 
in pursuadlng Congress to pass the Northern Pacific Land 
1 
Grant Bill on July 2, 1864. 
It was only through the diligence of Perham and 
his success in lining up many' of the prominent 
capitalists, railroad men, and politioians of the 
day that the bill was pa.ssed. There was no great 
urgent demand for the pa.ssage of the bill other 
than that created by Perham. and his friends.. As 
a matter of tact, the proposition was devoid of 
anything other than a bus Iness enterprise under 
whioh Perham sought and obtained an immense lam 
grant to aid him in the construction of a. railroad 
lunited states Congress, House, Committee on the 
Public lands .. The Northern Pac1f10 Land Grant, Hear1ngs 
before Committee. belli Congress, !st""Ses81on. on H.J.Res .. 
183. (Part 1 of .5 parts; Washington: Government Printing 
Offioe. 1924), p .. 16. This Will hereafter be referred to as 
House Hearings .. 
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1
along the northern route. 
The charter stated, in part: 
And said corporation is hereby authorized and 
empowered to layout, locate, construct, furnish, 
maintain, and. enjoy a continuous railroad and tele­
graph line, with the appurtenances, namely, beginning 
at a point on Lake Superior, in the State of Minnesota 
or Wisconsin, thence westerly by the most eligible
railroad route, as shall be determined by said 
company, within the territory of the United States, 
on a line north of the forty-fifth degree of latitude 
to some point on Puget's SoUnd, with a branch, via 
the valley of the Columbia River, to a point at or 
near Portland, in the State of Oregon. • • .2 
To aid in the construction of the road, the act 
granted to the Northern	 Pacific a 200 foot right of way and. 
alternate sections of public land, twenty per mile on each 
side of the line in the	 territories and ten sections per 
3
mile through the states. Also, an indemnity belt of ten 
miles was set aside for	 replacement of any lands which were 
not available to the Northern Pacific because of homestead 
or preemption or to replaoe mineral lands which were 
4 
reserved to the United States. This was a presentation of 
unprecedented size--far	 greater than any other railroad 
received. The Northern	 Paoific was restricted, however, by 
a provision which prohibited the issuance of mortgage or 
oonstruction bonds and prohibited a mortgage or lien in any 
-

1 
Ibid.
213 u.s. statutes 366 (1864). 
3 -	 4 Ibid., p. 368.Ibid., p. 367. ~ 
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1 
way. Perham had in mind popular subscription to stock in 
the railroad to finance construction--a peoples' railroad to 
the Pacific. This plan to raise money by popular subscrip­
tion failed and. the company was without funds. There was 
little hope of raising money because of the charter restric­
tion on mortgage and the two year limit for the beginning of 
oonstruction contained in section 8 of the granting act. 
And be it further enacted, That each and every 
grant, right, and privilege herein are so made and. 
given to, and accepted by, said Northern Pacific 
Railroad Company, upon and SUbject to the following 
conditions, namely: That the said company shall 
commence the work on said road within two years
from the approval of this act by the President, 
and shall complete not less than fifty miles per 
year after the second year, and shall construct, 
equip, furnish, and oomplete the whole road by the 
fourth day of July, anno Domini eighteen hundred 
and seventy-six. 2 
It was to be very hard to raise construction money 
because for the first 1,000 miles, the line was projected 
into vaeant territory as far as traffic was concerned. 
There was no oivilized population and no market for the ser­
vices of the Northern Pacific. The Bailroad would have to 
carry its materials for construction and provide its own 
work force, and would have to attract settlers to the area 
to buy its lands and use its services. There were a few 
settlers in Montana, but there was another wide stretch of 
uninhabited territory before the settlements of Washington 
21 Ibid.Ibid., p. 370. 
-
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1 
and Oregon. Potential sUbscribers saw this situation and 
were reluctant to invest money in an enterprise which would 
not payoff for a considerable amount of time. 2 
Perham realized late in 1865 that his plan for a 
peoples I railroad had failed and the CompaIlY' was reorganiZed 
with a complete turnover of personnel. The new directors, 
primarily from New England, did not expect to put money into 
the road as far as actual construction was concerned, but 
instead planned to get aid from Congress for this oonstruc­
tion. The first task which was undertaken was to get an 
extention of the deadline for beginning construction set to 
expire July 2, 1866. The reorganization took place in 
January of 1866 but fortunately Perham had foreseen the 
inability of the road to meet the deadline and had begun the 
attempt to get the extension of the time. Hostility to land 
grants Which was beginning to develop made this a difficult 
task. Again, it was Thaddeus stevens who pursuaded Congress 
to extend the time limit for two more years. E. v. smalley, 
the historian of the Northern Pacific, said: uThe first 
danger of the forfeiture of the Northern Pacific was bridged 
3 
over. tr Again on JUly I, 1868, Congress extended the time 
for commencing and completing construction for an additional 
1
Eugene v. Smalley, Histo~~ of the Northern Paoific Pii€Mm ssons; ISS), p. 18).Railroad (New York: G. P. 
2 Ibid., p. 1J1. 3Ibid., pp.1J4-135. 
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two years. The Secretary of the Interior ruled that these 
extensions made the final date for completion of the 
Northern Pacific July 4. 1879.1 
When the provision prohibiting mortgage was removed by 
the joint resolution of May 31, 1870, the way was clear for 
2
the financing of construction. All that was needed was a 
firm to undertake the raising of the money, and. this turned 
out to be Jay Cooke and Company, the group which steered the 
jOint resolution through Congress. This resolution also 
changed the main line from the cascade route to the route 
along the Columbia River. The terminus of the road still 
remained on Puget Sound.. and. a grant of land was included to 
3help finanoe construction. This was significant because 
opposition to this measure revealed the two groups into 
which the opponents of the road were to fall. There were 
those who for conscientious or political reasons were 
opposed to land grants and there were those whose 1nterests 
1n other transoontinentals--notably the Union Pacific, the 
Central Pacific, and the Southern Pacif1e--led them to 
IHouse HearingS, ,gR. ill., part 1, p. 98. 
216 u.s. Statutes 378 (1870).
-
3James B. Hedges, Hey! Villard and the RailWa~S E! 
the Northwest (New HaV'en: a e UnIversitY "l5riss. 193 ), pp. 
"f!=22. 
'R::! 
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1 
oppose a road which would compete with theirs. 
Construction work began in JUly of 1870 at Thomson's 
JUnction in Minnesota, six years after the passage of the 
enabling act and four years after the original deadline for 
2 
beginning oonstruction. The road was completed to Bismark 
in North Dakota in 1873, but it made little progress beyond 
this point for six years as the firm of Jay Cooke failed in 
September of that year--part of the Panic of 1873. The road 
fell into receivership and construction was not resumed 
until 1879. The railroad was reorganized in 1875 under a 
plan devised by Frederick Billings. The President of the 
B.a.ilroad, George W. cass was appointed receiver and the 
3
reorganization was completed by the end of August, 1875. 
Persons in the Pacific Northwest saw the halt in con­
struction and raised the cry of forfeiture, perhaps in the 
hope that this would serve as a goad to spur additional 
building efforts by the road. They had further incentive in 
that land in Washington Territory which had been Withdrawn 
1Smalley, £E. ~., p. 167. 
2 Ibid.., p. 185.
-
JUnlted states Congress, Joint Committee on the 
Investigation of the Northern Pacific Railroad Land Grants, 
Hearl€tS Before the Joint C09Sress~onal Committee ~ .the 
Inves ~atron of the. Northern Pacific Railroad Land Grants 
'{Parts -3 of 15 parts: Washington: Government-,;Inting
Offioe, 1925-1928), p. 1179. This will hereafter be referred 
to as Joint HearingS. 
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from settlement pending final selection of the route totaled 
about 20,000,000 acres. The residents wanted the restricted 
1 
areas opened to settlement. 
The early stages of the forfeiture movement saw the 
attacks generally motivated by economic reasons--either from 
competing lines or from competing cities. 
The situation changed with the expiration of the time 
allotted for construction in 1879. The Northern Pacific 
made attempts in 1874 and 1875 to get help from Congress in 
the form of a guarantee by the Government of the interest on 
the bonds issued by the Railroad. When this measure failed, 
the Company concentrated its efforts on gaining an extension 
of time for. completing the road. Several attempts were made 
but failed, as the Senate passed a bill in 1876 to extend 
the time limit for eight years but no action was taken by 
the House. The measure was carried over into the next ses­
sion but was not acted upon. Another try was made in 
Deoember of 1877 When another bill passed the Senate to 
extend the time for ten years but it was tabled in the 
House. During the session of 1879-80, the railroad oommit­
tee in each house reported bills to extend the time but no 
further aotion was taken upon them. Thus on July 4, 1879, 
1DaVid M. Ellis, "The Forfeiture of Railroad Land 
Grants, 1867-1894, II MiEH!JissiPRl Vallez Historical Review, 
XXXIII (June, 1946), ~6. 
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the Northern Pacific had bUilt 530.5 milesot a projected 
12,262.81 ml1es and 1t had run out of time.
The session o.f 1880 pa.ssed and the year of grace pro­
vided in the ninth section ot the Aot ot 1864 also expired. 
And be it further enacted, That the United States 
make the several cOndItIoned grants herein, and that 
the said Northern Pacifio Railroad CompaD7 accept the 
same, upon the turther condition that if the said 
company make any breach of the conditions hereof, 
am allow the same to cant inue for upwards of one 
;year. then. in such case, at any time hereafter, 
the United states, by 1ts congress, may do any a.nd 
all aots and things which may be needful and neees- 2 
sary to insure a speedy completion of the said road. 
Now the quest ion was--what, if anything, was Congress 
going to do. The problem had been dumped in the lap of 
Congress by the Supreme. Court in the case of Schulenburg 11. 
Harriman, 1874. In this case, a double grant of land had 
been made to a. raIlroad in Wisconsin which Was never bUilt. 
The Court deoided that the granting aot in 1teelf conveyed 
the title to the land--that the land grant was !!'! praesenti. 
Thereror·e, there was no automatic reversion of the land 
because of the failure by the road. to fulfill the oonditions 
J
of the	 grant. 
Leslie Deeker sUggested: 
1House Hearings, .22. oit., part 2, p. 162. 
213 U.S. Statutes 370 (1864) • 
..-..... 
3Leslie E. Deoker, Railroads, Lands, and Politics: 
The Taxation of the Ral1roa.q Land Grants, 186Zi=1897 (ProVi­
dence: Brown Unl'V'erstty Presi";l:9blJ:'. p. ~ 
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It is obvious that this decision, when applied to 
railroad land grants in general, raised serious doubt 
about the validity of the contingent right of preemp­
tion and made inevitable the so called 'forfeiture 
movement' of the 1870's and 1880's, a movement aimed 
at recovering bY' congressional action the lands of 
railroads that had not fulfilled the conditions of 
their grants.1 
According to the courts, only Congressional action to 
recover the grants or jUdicial proceedings authorized. by 
Congress could regain the land.. Therefore, pressure was 
brought to bear on the judiciary committees of both houses 
as well as the committees on public lands to take action. 
The Company, at this time, was pushing completion of 
the road as rapidly as possible. It was decided to take no 
further action in Washington in reference to an extension of 
the time limit, but to devote all efforts to defending the 
land grant and pushing the completion of the road. E. V. 
Smalley suggested that the Company was satisfied that Con­
gress would not act as long as the road was being built as 
2 
rapidly as possible. 
The new mortgage of the Northern Pacific through J. 
P. Morgan in 1881 made it possible for the construction to 
proceed rapidly and thus served to help ward off attacks on 
the grant in Congres s and elsewhere. The Company claimed 
that the land grant wa.s not sUbjeot to forfeiture, but even 
lIbid. 
2Smalley , £E- cit., pp. 222-225_ 
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if it were: "On the grounds of eqUity and fair dealing, 
1there should be no attempt to take it away." 
Some exoerpts from the report of the House Committee 
on the Public Lands of the 51st Congress, 1st Session (1890) 
helped in understanding the feelings of Congress on the 
matter of forfeiture. 
The question of the forfeiture of lands so granted, 
because of the failure to bUild 'in time,' had been 
frequently before Congress, and the extent to whioh 
the forfeiture should be declared has been the princi­
pal feature of the question.2 
The report then enumerated the various choices for 
the recovery of land placed before Congress--first, all 
lands granted: second, all lands not earned before expira­
tion of time limits; third, all lands not earned at the time 
of the forfeiture legislation. 
Different views have been held by Senators and 
Members of the House of Representatives on the ques­
tion of the power of Congress to declare a forfei­
ture of lands exoept those embraced in the third 
class: and as part of the history of the efforts 
to secure some legislation on the SUbject, rendered 
difficult because of these adverse views, it is 
deemed proper to state that the Senate, atter 
repeated and full discussion, year after year, 
has denied the power to declare a forfeiture of 
any lands except those in the third class, and 
stood by that posit lon, although the House asserted 
the power to deolare a forfeiture to the extent of 
the second class, in bills sent to the Senate.) 
lIbld., pp. 233-2;4. 
~ 
2House HearingS, ~. olt., part 2, p. 160. 
3Ibld.., p. 161. 
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The General Land Office in 1888 estimated the amount Ii> 
of land affected by proposal one at 78,500,000 acres; pro­
posal two at 54,000,000 acres; and proposal three at 
1
 
5,600,000 acres. 
By 1871, Congress had discontinued the policy of 
granting lands to the railroads because of popular pressure. 
The Republican platform of the next year contained a measure 
against additional grants--an idea which the Democrats had 
2
 
already accepted. In 1884, an additional step was taken in 
regard to the land grants when both major parties included 
forfeiture plans in their platforms following the way shown 
3by the farmers and laborers. Yet the agents of the rail­
roads were able to prevent the adoption of the forfeiture 
legislation for six more years. The Republicans, in any 
nase, were only halfhearted supporters of forfeiture, as 
they wished to recover only the lands where there had been 
no attempt to tulfill the conditions of the grant. This was 
of no real threat to the Northern Pacific for by this time 
the road had been almost completely built. 
The possible target for Congressional action was a 
73. 
cit., 
~llis, 
p. 52. 
in MississiPpi Vallez Historical ReView, ER· 
2Ibid., p. 38. 
forms 
3nona1d Johnson and Kirk Porter, 
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large one. It was estimated that about 100.000.000 aores 
were sUbject to forfeiture along with an almost equal amount 
of indemnity land which had been wlthdrawn from settlement 
pendlng selectlon by the rallroads. It was llttle wonder 
that the homeseeker movlng west wlshed to see the rallroads 
1 
lose the land. In addltion to thls. only about half of the 
more than 80 land grant railroads constructed thelr roads 
withln the required time lncludlng Congresslonal exten­
2
slons. In 1880. Secretary of the Interlor. Carl SchUrz. 
llsted 19 roads lncludlng the Northern Paclflc as belng 
lncomPlete. 3 
In 1880. a blll was lntroduced to forfelt all lands 
not earned by constructlon. It was estlmated that thls bill 
would have restored 106,500.000 acres to the publl0 domaln. 
but the supporters of the railroads suooeeded ln kllling the 
4 
bill. In 1882. 1884. and 1886. attempts were made to 
seoure forfeiture of the unearned grants. It was in the 
case of the bill of 1884 that the essential difference in 
the position of the Senate and the House became apparent--a 
~aVid M. Ellis. liThe Forfeiture of Railroad Land
 
Grants" (unpublished Master's thesis. Cornell University,
 
1939>' p. 34.
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difference which held true until the House gave in to the 
Senate in the bill of 1890. 
Popular sentiment for forfeiture grew rapidly during 
the 1880's. The farmers and land speoulators comPlained of 
land monopoly, hIgh prices, tax evasion, and polltl08.1 cor­
ruption. In the western part of the country during the 
nineteenth century, land. and. the improvements on it were the 
principal sources of tax revenue, and in the area west of 
the Mississipp1, the railroads held a signif1cant portion of 
1 
the land. The railroads were able to avoid pay1ng taxes on 
the land by delaying the selection and. patenting of the 
land.s. The Supreme Court had held that the title to land. 
granted to the railroads by Congress did not vest in the 
railroad company antil 1t had been formally cert1fied and 
patented. Therefore, the lands could not be taxed by the 
states while they were public lands and did not belong to 
the railroads. The railroads delayed the pa.tenting process 
as long as possible to avoid paying taxes. In addition, the 
lands were often made the basis of mortgage bonds so the 
railroads were enjoying the benef1ts of land ownership With­
out the responsibilities. The railroads often sold the 
lands in advance of patenting. This appeared to have 
reaohed a climax a.bout 1886 in the case of the Northern 
1Decker, ~. cit., pp. 6-7­
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Pa.cific. Westerners who recognized these situations some­
times advoca.ted forfeiture as a way of removing these evils. 
It seemed inconsistent for the Supreme Court to 
declare ownership in terms of title contained in the grant­
ing act but yet not make the railroads pay taxes on the 
lands. 
The presence of railroad land grants also raised the 
price of government lands. for the base price for lands in 
the even-numbered sections was set at a minimum of $2.50 per 
acre. This meant that not only were large amounts of land 
Withdrawn from settlement but that large areas of land were 
only offered at an increased prioe. 
other practices of the railroads. particularly in the 
Pacific Northwest, brought dissatisfaotion and channeled 
discontent toward the railroads. SUoh practices as long and 
short haul rates, rebates. and monopoly tactios angered many 
persons who saw forfeiture as a way to get back at the 
IImonsters." 
In May of 1883. Villard raised the price of lands 
2 
west of the Missouri River. This produoed a great reaotion 
in Washington Territory where the citizens pressed for the 
forfeiture of the cascade Division land grant. They sent a 
laaney. ~.cit.t pp. 181-182. 
2ElliS. in I'1isslssip;pi Vallez Historical Review • .2l2­
cit. t p. 49. 
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lobbyist to Washington to try to obtain this goal, and it 
seemed apparent that the majority of citizens of Washington 
Territory favored forfeiture after 1883. The Northern 
Pacific frustrated the goal and removed the tempting target 
by completing the Cascade DiVision in l88? This seemed to 
have removed the OPposition as there was little interest 
shown in Washington When Congress recovered the land grant 
1between Wallula and Portland in 1890. 
The real climax of the forfeiture movement occurred 
in 1886. The original issue of the battle of 1886 was the 
fate ot the lands opposite the 75 miles of the Cascade Divi­
sion which was uncompleted. The Northern Pacific was 
apparently willing to give up the land between Wallula and 
Portland as a sop to publio opinion but was not willing to 
give up the land along the cascade Branch. It was similarly 
concerned about the possibility that Congress would attempt 
to take all lands not earned within the time limit. These 
fears were confIrmed when the House passed a bill to do just 
that. Accord1ng to the measure, the Northern Pacific was to 
forfeit all lands not earned by July 4, 1879. The popularity 
of the measure was indIcated by the voting, 184-52. The 
Senate was oontent, however, to pass only the measure for 
the Cascade Division. Neither side would give in in confer­
1 ~ •• pp. 49-50. 
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ence and a solution was not found. The controversy on this 
pa.rticular topic was ended by the completion of the Cascade 
1Division in 1888. 
The House Committee on Public Railways deolared that 
the renewal of the Northern Pacific grant by failure to act: 
• • • simply amounts to a building of the road by
the government, presenting it to the company when 
completed, and giving them a bonns of about 
$45,000,000 for accepting the present. 2 
The House took action by giVing forfeiture bills a 
privileged place on the calendar on January 21, 1884, a step 
which made it more difficult for opponents of the reformers 
3 
to delay legislation. Certain limited forfeiture bills 
were approved during the period from 1884-1887, as Congress 
succeeded in rescuing approximately 28,000,000 acres for the 
publio domain by reolaiming the land of several railroads-­
the most notable being the Texas and Pacific and the Atlantic 
4 
and Pacifio. The other roads with large grants managed to 
protect their interests, largely through the aotions of the 
Senate. 
The general trend of the forfeiture movement during 
and after 1888 was away from specific railroads and toward a 
bill to reoover all lands of all railroads which had not 
1 Ibid., pp. 50-51. 
2ElliS, in tfthesis ll , ,2E. cit., p. 55.
-
3Ibid., PP. 57-58. 
4Ibid., p. 60.
-
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earned them by construction. The House began to waver in 
1889 when it began to feel that the Senate would never give 
in and that some recovery, even if very little, was better 
than none. In 1890, the House capitulated and passed the 
Senate bill. The importance of this decision to the 
Northern Pacific can be seen by the estimates of the land 
which would have been affected by the various measures 
posed. The first proposal would have cost the Northern 
Pacific the entire grant; the House idea about 36,907,741 
acres; and the Senate proposal about 2,000,000 acres. In 
the end, the Northern Pacific lost about 2,000,000 acres 
1
the total. By further adjustment at later times including 
the forest reserve controversy, the Northern Pacific 
2 
received, in the final analysis, 39,843,053 acres. 
The general forfeiture bill of 1890 did not greatly 
affect the Northern Pacific land grant because it took 
nothing from the Railroad except land which it had never 
earned by construction (Figure 1). 
Congressman Holman charged on the floor of the House 
that the act was actually a Northern Pacific measure 
designed to placate the people and forestall a more drastio 
3measure. The Northern Paoific strategy of delay1ng aotion 
21 Ibid.Ibid •• p. 129. 
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38111S, in Mississippi Vallel Historical ReView, ~. 
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Duluth 
Ashland 
Legend 
Constructed on time 
Construoted after time expired 
Not oonstruoted and forfeited 
Wallula 
Helena 
Figure 1. The failure by the Northern Paoific to complete the oon­
struotion of the road in the time sp~ifled by Congress. (From Joint 
HearlBSs.) 
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by Congress while pushing construction of the road was very 
successful. The House was not content with the measure of 
1890 and revived its own bill in the sessions of 1892 and 
1894, but the Senate refused to reconsider. Forfeiture was 
dead until it was again brought to life in connection with 
the forest reserves. 
A careful examination of the issues would have 
revealed the increasing difficulty of forfeiture as the 
years passed. As the railroads disposed of the lands, for­
feiture would have injured increasing numbers of settlers 
who had purchased the land in good faith. The railroads 
would also have been injured because their capital was 
raised by mortgages and bonds issued with the grant as 
security. A collapse of railroad credit which might have 
followed could have oompletely defeated the original goal of 
Congress, that is to secure the building of adequate trans­
portation in advance of settlement to join the east and 
west. In the case of the Northern Pacifio, it seemed that 
the movement in Congress to forfeit the grant helped to push 
the Bal1road into more rapid building. The exaot effeot was 
difficult to measure but the directors of the Northern 
Paoific were well aware that the oompletion of the line 
would have removed many of the opponents of the road from 
the ranks of the forfeiture movement. The events in Washing­
ton Territory with the cascade DiVision followed this pat­
-
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tern with the residents of the area losing their interest in 
forfeiture when the division was completed. It thus 
appeared that although the movement did not reclaim large 
portions of land, it did succeed in pushing railroad oon­
struction at a more rapid rate. 
The Northern Pacific again faced finanoial troubles 
in 1893. The Panic of 1893 and other troubles cut revenues 
to the point where they were just paying operating expenses. 
Receivers were appointed for the road in August of 1893 and 
remained in control until reorganization in September of 
11896. This involved the transfer of the Northern Paoific 
Railroad to a corporation organized under the laws of 
Wisconsin as the SUperior and St. Croix Railway in 1870. It 
changed its name to the Northern Paoific Railway Company and 
purchased the Northern Pacific Railroad Company at a fore­
2 
closure sale. From that time on, the Company was properly 
known as the Northern Pacific Railway Company, but as the 
names were so similar, they were used interchangeably. 
The early historY of the grant showed that the 
Northern Pacifio had faced threats to its grant and had 
thwarted almost all of them. The forfeiture movement, 
although the greatest threat, had not succeeded in taking 
1 Joint Hearings, ,2E. cl1!., Parts 7-10. pp. 4639-4641. 
2 Ibid ., Part 1, pp. 520-521 • 
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anything of oonsequenoe from the Railroad for it had only 
given up land. it had no intention of earning by oonstruo­
tion. It was clear that the road was not completed in the 
time allotted under the authorizing aet and its extensions. 
Why then should the United States have been required to com­
plete its share of the eontract when the Railroad had not 
complied With its share? Persons in the Departments of 
Agriculture and Interior, and the President of the United 
States asked the same question and they requested Congress 
to examine the entire grant with the idea of saving the 
forest lands from seleotion by the Railroad. The Supreme 
Court in 1921 had not considered the nonperformance by the 
Northern Paoifio. but if Congress could be pursuaded to 
investigate the grant, perhaps the issue could be resolved 
in favor of the United States. The action could take the 
form of a Congressional forfeiture of the lands or the insti­
tution of a court aotion by Congressional mandate to save 
the lands. The final action was a combination of the two 
method.s. 
-~:~;~-~l.----------------------_•••••••••••••••['> ... 
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CHAPTER III .€0i{' 
THE CONGBESSIONAL PHASE: PART I 
The evidenoe of nonperformance by the Northern 
Pacifio was presented to Congress which oonduoted the inves­
tigation of the grant by appointing a speoial oommittee to 
hear the testimony. The matter rested 1n the hands of Con­
gress from 1924 until the passage of legislation in 1929 
authorizing the institution of a suit in the oourts to 
finally settle the oontroversy. The first part of the Con­
gressional phase involved testimony on matters which 
involved errors in the administration of the grant and SUo­
ceeded in retaining 1,300,000 aores of the forest lands for 
the United States. The Committee reached no specific con­
clusions on the individual points but the general conclu­
sions embodied in the legislation in 1929 and the comments 
made by individual members during the hearings support the 
contention that the Northern Pacific failed to live up to 
its oontract. 
The representative of the Forest Service, D. F. 
McGowan, set out on a crusade to gain the attention of Con­
gress and persuade it to hold an extensive investigation of 
the entire grant with the goal of retaining some or all of 
the lands. He was asked if it were essential for Congress 
to investigate the grant rather than giving the matter to an 
t:i;~i\lli------------------------·············411~~:\:- ;'(-~~, 
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administrative body. 
You have got bodies that can make inquiries, but 
you have no bodies that can take action after the 
inquiries have been made. As Senator Walsh knows, 
you can not declare a forfeiture--the administrative 
offioers could not do that. You have got to have 
the action by Congress. l 
McGowan had been involved in the earlier phases of 
the case whioh ultimately reaohed the SUpreme Court in 1921 
as 256 u.S. 51. At the time of the court decision, McGowan 
was at Missoula, Montana, with the Forest Service. His 
bOBS, Colonel Greeley, happened to be visiting at the time 
of the decision and was interested in some of McGowan IS 
ideas about saving the forest lands. Gree.~ey requested that 
McGowan come to Washingtoll, D. C., and begin work on his 
ideas. Both of these persons saw that the answer to their 
problem was not to be found by looking at the acreage of the 
grant but that other areas needed to be explored. On 
July 12, 1923, McGowan filed a brief with the General land 
Offioe Which touohed on some of the possible areas in which 
2 
the grant could have been investigated. The basic idea 
behind the brief was to examine the performance by the 
1United States Congress, Joint Committee on the 
Investigation of the Northern Pacifio Railroad Land Grants. 
HearlrfS Before the Joint Congressional Committee .2!1 lli Inves~!gation of-rh.e Northern Paoifio Railroad Land Grants 
{Part 0 of IS P'ir'Es; Washington: Government Pr!iit!ng
Office, 1925-1928), p. 3116. This will hereafter be referred 
to as Joint HearingS. 
2 Ibid., parts 4-5. PP. 2014-2015. 
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Northern Pacific of its part of the oontract. The Memoran­
dum of July 12, 1923 was coneerned with 4 points which were 
later expanded into the 22 pQints of the letter of January 12, 
1924. 
(a) The failure of the Northern Pacific to dis­
pose of its lands upon the foreclosure of the mort­
gage authorized by the joint resolution of May 31 
1870. ' 
(b) The failure of the Northern Paeific to dis­
pose of the lands of the grant at prices not exceed­
ing $2.50 per acre, as required by the joint resolu­
tion. 
(c) The erroneous selection of approximately
 
1,300,000 acres of land in the second indemnity
 
limits of its grant by reason of the Crow Indian
 
Reservation.
 
(d) The excess acreage the Northern Pacific has 
received through the state of Washington . amounting 
to approximately $1,500,000 [siO) acres.1
There was no significant response from the Land 
Office and. McGowan later stated: 
• • • I think the Land Office regarded this ease 
as a controversy primarily between the Forest Service 
and the Northern Pacific Railroad Co.; that we were 
in the nature of adverse claimants, each contending 
for certain propositions, and that it was the func­
tion and duty of the Land Office to sit in a judicial 
capacity to hear the questions presented and to 
decide aecordingly.2 
McGowan explained that he was not being critical, but 
it seemed that he was not going to receive much assistance 
from the Land Office. 
A letter, prepared by McGowan, was sent to the 
1Ibid., parts 7-10, p. 3579. 
2 Ibid •• parts 4-5, p. 2015. 
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\'::,~~rGeneral Land Office on January 12, 1924, aver the signature 
of E. A. Sherman, the Chief Forester, setting out the 
Forestry Departmentts reply to the tentative 3,900,000 aore 
1
shortage found by the Commissioner in 1923. In this 
letter, McGowan stated: 
I am satisfied that you will agree with me that
 
whatever the deficiency, if any, may be, it cannot
 
be other than a. deficiency in form and. not in sub­

stance in view of the many concessions that have
 
been made by the United States to the North~rn
 
Pacific and the resulting benefits thereof. 2
 
Sherman. Colonel Greeley, and MeGowan consulted See­
retary of Agriculture, Henry C. Wallace, who supported the 
position of the Forestry Department and presented the matter 
to Secretary of the Interior, Hubert Work. Wallace and Work 
then direoted letters dated February 12, 1924 to N. J. 
Sinnott, Chairman of the House Committee on the Publio Lands 
and I. L. Lenroot, the Chairman of the Senate Committee on 
Publio Lands and. Surveys, suggesting that the entire grant 
:3be sUbjeoted to inquiry. 
The deoision of the Supreme Court was based upon 
the record before it. It did not take into considera­
tion, and properly so, many questions of law and fact 
whioh arise in oonneotion with the grant and which 
woald be germane to an inquiry made in oonnection 
therewith by Comgress. 
There are large public interests involved, and 
to the end that Congress may have opportunity to 
21 Ibid., part 1, p. 27.Ibid. , p. 2016. 
3 Ibid. , pp. 7-8. 
consider the matter. a proposed joint resolution is 
transmitted herewith for your consideration. l 
The departments managed to convince the President of 
the United States. Calvin Coolidge. to join the crusade. 
Coolidge wrote to Sinnott on February 23. 1924: 
The United States has granted lavishly of its 
public resources to aid the extension of transporta­
tion facilities, and thereby the economio develop­
ment of the Western States. No question as to the 
wisdom of that policy is involved in this issue. 
Nor is any question involved as to the legal and 
moral obligation of the Government to disoharge in 
full the contractual obligations which is assumed 
for the accomplishment of the public benefits. That 
the legal and equitable claims of the grantee should 
be fully weighed and safeguarded goes Without saying.
But it is still more imperative that the interests 
of the public. both in the possession and conservation 
of valuable natural resources and in the accomplish­
ment of the purpose from which the grant was made. 
be adequately protected in an equitable settlement 
of this question. 2 
A joint resolution was introduced into both Houses 
authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to withhold 
adjustment of the grant while Congress conduoted an investi­
gation. and it was rererred to the House Committee on the 
Public Lands and the Senate Committee on Public Lands and 
Surveys. The House held extensive hearings on the question 
to determine whether a oommittee should investigate the 
grant. aotually investigating some of the points of contro­
versy While deoiding whether to recommend the establishment 
2~•• pp • .5-6 ..IIbid •• p. 8.
-
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of the joint oommittee. The Rouse Committee voted unani­
mously for the investigation as did the House of Representa­
1tives when the joint resolution came before it. The Senate 
Hearings were held after those of the Rouse and. involved 
mostly a discussion of how long to suspend the adjustment of 
the grant. The House had provided for absolute suspension 
of all patents under the grant for three years and the 
appointment of a oommittee of ten for the investigation, but 
the Senate was reluotant to suspend the grant for that 
2 
length of time. The Senate insisted on a shorter length of 
time and the House gave in agreeing to postpone adjustment 
Jfor two years until Maroh 4, 1926. 
The general position of the Northern Pacific was made 
clear during the Senate Hearings by C. W'. Bunn, Vice Presi­
dent and General Counsel of the Railroad. 
The Northern Pacific Co. would not object to a 
law whioh kept these forest reserve lands in the 
hands of the United States, and referred it to the 
courts to determine what oompensation, and whether 
any compensation, the Northern Pacific was entitled 
to for the appropriation. 4 
This was the form that the final settlement took. 
1Ibid ., part 6, p. 3101; United states Congr7ss, House, CommIttee on the PublIc Lands, House ReTort ~ 
{Washington: Government Printing Office, 1924 , p.--:S:­
2Joint Rearl~~s, ~. cit., part 6, p. )095. 
3CopgressIona1 Recore! (Washington: Government Prlnt-
Ing Office, I924), Vol. 63, part 10, p. 10160. 
4JOlnt HearingS, .2£. clt., part 6, p. 3118 .. 
• 
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The resolution of June 5, 1924, directed the Secre­
tary of the Interior to withhold approval of the adjustment 
of the Northern Pacific land grant until March 4, 1926 and 
withhold the issuance of any patents until after the Con­
gressional investigation. The approval was to be withheld 
after March 4, 1926, only if the matter was being considered 
by the courts. If that were the case, approval was to be 
l
withheld until final settlement of the case. 
The joint resolution also instructed the Secretary of 
the Interior to adVise Congress of the status of the grant 
and recommend any action which he believed necessary. 2 
The investigation of the grant reqUired more time 
than was envisioned and the suspension of the adjustment was 
3
extended to June 1, 1928. Again in 1928, because Congress 
was not ready to act on the proposed bill for final settle­
4 
ment. the adjustment was postponed until June )0, 1929. 
The primary guidelines for the House investigation 
were the 22 points submitted by McGowan in the letter of 
January 12, 1924. In fact, the entire investigation of the 
grant and the SUbsequent judicial phase Which emerged were 
143 u.s. statutes 461 (1924).
 
2 Ibid ., pp. 461-462.
 
3Copgressioml Reoord (Washington: .Government Prlnt­
ing Office, !927), Vol, 68, part 4, p. 4372. 
4CO!2&resslona1 Record (Washington: Government Prlnt-
Ing Office, 1928), Vol. 69, part 9. p. 9732. 
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based upon the 22 points compiled by McGowan and sUbmitted 
by Sherman. As the points were so important, they were 
worth careful examination and explanation. The suggestions 
were in two areas; one suggested modifioations in the tenta­
tive adjustment by the General Land Office, and the other 
included factors which were not considered by the Court but 
which merited further investigation and possible action by 
Congress. For the purpose of clarification and examination, 
the points will be divided into these groups but the numbers 
will correspond to those in the original letter. The 
adjustments are discussed in this chapter; the remainder in 
the folloWing chapter. 
Before the first meeting of the Joint Committee, 
William Spry, the Commissioner of the General Land Office, 
wrote a letter to the Secretary of the Interior on March 5, 
1925, setting out the adjustment required by the joint reso­
1 
lution of June 5, 1924. The Secretary of the Interior 
examined the letter from Commissioner Spry and made his own 
recommendations, as required by the joint resolution, in a 
letter of ~mrch 25,	 1925, to N. J. Sinnott, the Chairman of 
2
the Joint Committee. As the various points of the Forester 
are disoussed 1n this chapter and the succeeding one, the 
lJOlnt Hearings, £Ee cit., part 1, p. 372. 
2Ibid., part la, p. 683. 
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points of view of the four major parties of interest-­
McGowan, the Northern Pacifio, Commissioner Spry, and the 
Secretary of the Interior--will be brought out. 
One point that should be clearly evident in the 
points disoussed in this chapter is the number of errors in 
the administration of the grant which were made by the 
General Land Office and identified by McGowan. 
1.	 To show that mineral losses in the primary limits 
may not be satisfied in the second 1ndemnity 
l1mits of the grant, except 1n Wisconsin, 
Minnesota, and Oregon. 
2.	 To show that lands in the second 1ndemnity belt may 
be selected only for losses sustained in the 
primary limits between JUly 2, 1864, and the date 
of the definite location of the road. 
3.	 To show that if on the date of the forest with­
drawals covering the lands in the second indemnity 
belt there were in the second indemnity belt suf­
f1cient lands, other than the withdra.wn lands, to 
satisfy such losses that oould laWfully be sa.tis­
fied in the second indemnity belt, the forest 
withdrawals therein were valid, applying to the 
second indemnity belt the rule you have applied 
to the first indemnity belt. l 
The land grant of 1864 included a provision for the 
selection of lieu lands in the event that lands in the pri­
mary limits were not available to the Railroad. These first 
indemnity limit lands were used to satisfy losses which 
oocurred up to the time of the definite location of the road 
and were made anyWhere along the line of the road. The land 
grant	 of 1810 inoluded a second indemnity limit with differ­
1 Ibid., part 1, p. 26. 
~ 
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ent provisions for selection. The lands selected in the 
second indemnity limits had to be in the same state or ter­
ritory where the loss occurred and the loss must have 
occurred after July 2. 1$64 and before the definite location 
1 
of the road. The Supreme Court in 256 u.s. 51 made no dis­
tinction between the first and second indemnity limits when 
it discussed the question of a defioiency in the grant. 
Because of the different provisions in regard to the two 
indemnity limits, McGowan determined that perhaps it was 
possible to save some of the lands in the second indemnity 
limits by confining the selections by the Northern Pacific 
to the first indemnity limit. 
Section 3 of the aot of 1864 provided in part: 
That all mineral loands [sica be, and. the same are 
hereby. excluded from the operations of this act, and 
in lieu thereof a like quantity of unoccupied and 
unappropriated agriculture lands, in odd-numbered 
seotions, nearest to the line of said road and 
Within fifty miles thereof, may be selected as 
above pravided. 2 
The aet of 1864 provided for a grant of twenty alter­
nate seotions of publio land on each side of the road 
through the territories and ten alternate sections of pUblic 
lands through the states. This made a strip forty miles 
wide through the territories and twenty miles wide through 
the states. When the first indemnity limits of the grant 
116 u.s. Statutes 379 (1870). 
~ 
2Jolnt HearingS, £Eo oit., part I, p. 374. 
p 
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were added, the belt of land was fifty miles wide through 
the territories and the second indemnity limit was outside 
the fifty mile limit set for the selection of mineral lands, 
in a.rea.s which were territories at the time of the granting 
act. The only states in 1864 were Wisconsin, Minnesota, and 
Oregon, so all the rest of the road was looated in the ter­
1 
ritories. Therefore, the Northern Paoific was not per­
mitted to make mineral indemnity selections in the second 
indemnity limits except in the states. According to calcu­
lations made by the Secretary of the Interior, approximately 
1,000,000 acres of national forest lands in the second 
indemnity limits were not under the rule laid down by the 
2Supreme Court in 256 u.s. 51. The Northern Pacific 
insisted that there was no material controversy on any of 
these three points as they were clea.rly stated in the laws 
3granting the lands. Point 2 was clearly handled by the act 
of 1870 which stated that losses in the second indemnity 
limit were restricted to those whioh oocurred after July 2, 
4 
1864 and up to the definite loeation of the road. Point J 
was clearly evident by applying the decision of 256 u.s. 51 
1Ibid • narts 7-10, PP. 5109-5110.
-'­
2Ib1d ., pp. 4220-4226. 
~ 
J1b1d•• parts 11-12, p. 5432. 
4Ibid., part I, p. 374. 
~ 
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to the second indemnity belt. 
The 1,000,000 acres mentioned would not appear in any 
adjustment of the grant, but were still saved to the national 
forests because the Northern Pacific was not permitted to 
select them. 
4.	 To deduct from the Northern Pacific grant the area 
of conflict with the Portage, Winnebago and 
Superior Railroad--370,378.05.1 
The Supreme Court in 256 u.s. 51, stated: 
The aggregate of the odd-numbered sections wi thin 
the place lim!ts is the correct measure of the grant, 
unless (a) part of the grant included only a moiety 
of those sections, or (b) the route ot this road and 
that of another with a prior land grant were found 
to be upon the same general line, in which event a 
stated deduction was to be made trom the amount of 
land granted to this company. There would be no 
right to indemnity as respects the moiety land 
lncluded'2nor as respects the lands reqUired to be 
deducted. 
The land grant to the Portland, Winnebago and Superior 
Railroad (~l1sconsin Central) was made on May 5, 1864 to the 
State	 of Wisoonsin; and this grant was prior to the granting 
act of July 2, 1864, made to the Northern Pacific. Both of 
the railroads filed maps of definite location between Ash­
land and Superior, Wisconsin: the Portage, Wlnne'!:::ago and 
Superior on November 10, 1869, and the Northern Pacific on 
1Ibid., p. 26. 
2Unlted States v. ~orthern Pacific Railway ~ompany,
 
256, u.S. 5t,6S l1921j.
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1July 5. 1882 and November 20. 1884. Aceordlng to the law 
applied to railroad grants. the filing of a map of definite 
location withdrew the lands for the railroad whlOh filed the 
map. Acoording to 256 u.s. 51, point (b) applied and the 
land should have been deducted from the grant. The Northern 
Pacific actually bU1lt its road--completing it on February 6. 
1885; but the Portage, Winnebago and. Superior 11ne was never 
bUilt from Ashland. to Superior. The lands which had. been 
withdrawn from entry were forfeited under the prOVisions of 
the general forfeiture aot of 1890 and restored to the 
2 
public domain. The lands were not to go to the Northern 
Pacific because the act of 1890 provided: 
That no lands declared forfeited to the United 
states by this act shall by reason of such forfei­
ture inure to the benefit of any state or corpora­
tion to which lands may have been granted by Con­
gress••••3 
The Northern Paoific took the position that the 
Northern Pacifio line wa.s not upon the same general route as 
the Portage, Winnebago and Superior, but at almost right 
ang las to it: the only case where the roads were on the same 
general route was the short distanoe east of Superior and 
this did not justify the deduotion (Figure 2). In addition. 
the total land granted between SUperior and Ashland was only 
1Joint Hear1ne;s, ,2R" clt.. parts 4-5. p. 2159.
 
2 Ib1d ., p .. 2160 ..
 
326 u.s. statutes 498 (1890) •
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Figure 2. The Northern Paoifio and the oonflict 
with the Portage, Winnebago and superior Railroad. (From 
~oint Hea:rlngs.) 
551113,791.70 acres. The Northern Pacific also contended that 
to accept the reasoning of McGowan would have overturned a 
decision by Secretary of the Interior, Hoke 8m1th. in 1895 
(21 Land Decisions: 412,417), which held: 
As the Wisconsin grant was the older by two 
months, if the road thereunder had been built, 
(italicsadded 'bTthe Bal1road)1t would have been 
entitled to all of the odd-numbered sections within 
the lapping limits of the two roads, to the exclusion 
of the Northern Pacific. 2 
The Northern Pacific conveniently overlooked the sec­
tion of the decision in which Smith stated: 
It will be noted also, by reference to the map, 
that the line of this road, as definitely located, 
is for a considerable, if not for the Whole, distance 
between Bayfield and Superior City 'upon the same 
general line' as the SUbsequent definite location 
of the Northern Pacific between SUperior City and 
Ashland.] 
The Company had not claimed the lands in place but 
only the right to select indemnity lands in lieu of those 
lands, as a later grant was entitled to indemnity for lands 
4 
taken by an earlier grant in cases when the lines crossed. 
The Secretary of the Interior and the Commissioner of 
the General Land Office rejected the arguments of the 
Northern Pacific and dedueted the lands from the total of
 
5
the grant. 
1 Joint Hearings, QE. oit., part I, PP. 411-412. 
2 Ibid •• p. 413. J1bid• 
5Ibid ., part la, p. 685.4Ibid ., parts 2-3. p. 935· 
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"5. To deduct the acreage of the error a.t the Portland 
terminal--ll,424.48n1 
The error in the terminal at Portland resulted when 
the Northern Pacific did not oonstruct its road as far into 
the city as the map of definite location showed. These 
lands were forfeited under the act of 1890; however, the 
Northern Pacific had erroneously been credited with the 
2lands until the error was pointed out by IVlcGowan. Actual 
examination by the Northern Pacific of its records revea.led 
that it reoeived 1,276.64 aeres in plaoe lands and a total 
of 3,237.53 acres. All but 520 aores of this land was sold 
by 1924 for a total of $17,270.64.3 The Railroad was will­
4ing to concede these acres and this was upheld by the Seo­
retary of the Interior and the Commissioner of the General 
Land Offiee. 5 The final deduction at Portland was 4,311.47 
6 
aores. 
"6. To deduot the aoreage	 of the error at the Ainsworth 
7 
terminal--41,415.3S" 
1Ibid .. , part I, p. 26. 
~ 
2 Ibid. , parts 4-5. p. 2171. 
:3 Ibid. , part I, pp. 414-415 ..
 
4Ib1d • 5Ibid ., part la, p. 685.

-6Ibid. , part I, p. 400. 
7Ibid., p. 2.6 
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The error at Ainsworth. Washington. was oaused by a 
mistake in the Land Offioe whioh plaoed the terminal at 
Ainsworth instead of at Pasco. about three miles west of 
Ainsworth. This looational error resulted in the assignment 
of 41.415.38 acres of land to the Northern Pacific in exoess 
of what it should have reoeived. The Northern Pacifio 
1
agreed to this deduction and it was approved by the Seore­
tary of the Interior and the Commissioner of the General 
Land Office. 2 
"7. To deduct the error in the primary limits through 
Montana and Idaho--144.000.0o u3 
The next point was related very o1osely to this one 
and was discussed at the same time. 
8.	 To oorreot the error in the location of the primary
first and seoond indemnity limit lines through 
Montana and Idaho. thereby releaSing av~r 100.000 
acres from the seoond indemnity limits. 
The limits of the grant between Missoula. Montana. 
and the Idaho border had been placed incorrectly by the land 
Offioe so that 144.000 acres of land were erroneously 
oredited to the Northern Pacific. The limits of the grant 
had been created before the surveys of the area were made, 
p. 415.
 
part la. p. 685.
 
part 1. p. 26.
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by projecting lines from areas which had been previously l' 
1 
surveyed. This error naturally led to errors in the first 
a.nd second indemnity limits as well. The ad3ustment of the 
primary limits brought in the limits of the indemnity belts 
and brought the transfer of some lands in the primary limit 
into the first indemnity limit. some lands in the first 
indemnity limit into the second. and. SOme lands in the 
second indemnity limit outside the grant entirely. As the 
error occurred in an area Where there were national forests, 
it had an additional effect by freeing some of the forest 
2lands from the operation of the grant. The total error 
J
eventually wa.s set at 166,000 acres. The Northern Pacific 
rather grudgingly oonceded the point. 
The decisions of the land. department are uniform
 
in holding that land-grant limits are where the
 
department fixes them. just as section corners are
 
wherever the surveyors place them, right or wrong,
 
and it seems a late date now to inquire into the
 
accuracy of these lines. but we have already
 
advised the Commissioner of the General Land Office
 
that if an error exists in the erroneous designation
 
upon a. map of la.nds to Which the oompany is not
 
entitled. we are prepared to leave the matter in
 
his hands provided vested titles shall not be dis­

turbed.4
 
The Secretary of the Interior approved both deduc­
1Ibid. , p. 417. 
~ 
2 
--
Ibid•• parts 4-5. p. 2201. 
:3 Ibid. , parts 7-10. p. 5112. 
4
.!.E!.S!. , part 1. p. 417 • 
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tiona along with the Commissioner of the General Land Office 
but with the stipulation that the a.rea outside the new 
boundaries which had a.lready been disposed of by the Northern 
Pacific be used to reduce the deficiency in the grant. l 
"9 • To deduct the acreage of the error at the Kalama 
2 
termlnal--27,OOO.OO" 
The situation at Kalama was brought up by McGowan for 
two reasons. The first: 
(a) That the map of definite loaation filed 
September 13, 1873 was superseded in part by a map
filed September 22, 1882, and that the latter should 
govern as to the width of the grant so far as the 
location Indicated by the later map would overlap
in the State of Oregon, or the location by the 
earlier map in the tken Territory of waShington.) 
The significant question here was whether the road 
was definitely located in a state or territory. The grant 
was twice as large in a territory as in a state--twenty sec­
tions per mile as opposed to ten sections per mile. The 
position taken by McGowan would have held the Railroad to 
the route through the state of Oregon and only one-half of 
the land it received f or the route through the Washington 
Territory. The Railroad and the Commissioner of the General 
Land Office as well as the Secretary of the Interior 
The total was 8,607.70lIbld., part la, p. 685. 
acres ou"t'Sfde the grant. Ibid •• parts 4-5. p. 2198. 
2 
Ibid •• part 1. p. 26. 
~ 
J~bld., part la, p. 685. 
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re jeoted McGowan 1 Ii argument and agreed that the terminal was 
based upon the map filed in September of 1873.1 McGowan was 
prepared for this decision with his second argument on the 
Kalama terminal. 
The situation was this (Figure 3): 
{b) That the oompany failed to construot its road 
from station 107.51 to Kalama, about 2 miles. main­
taining between such points a ferry transfer, Which 
oonnection it 1s alleged did not comply with the 
law, in that 1t lacks permanancy of character, and 
that because of the failure on the part of the 
company to construct a permanent oonnection the 
grant for this part of the road should be forfeited 
under the act of September 29, 1890. 2 
McGowan reasoned that if the Northern Paoific had 
earned the grant by utilizing a ferry boat for the 2 miles 
at Kalama. that it could have used the river for 10, 20. or 
3 
more miles and still have earned the grant. In the 
abstract, the argument had merit; however, upon a close 
examination of the situation at Kalama, McGowan seemed to be 
rea.ching for straws. The situation at Kalama was such that 
the limits of the grant were the same whether the ferry was 
part of the grant or not because the ferry ran east and west 
connecting lines which ran north and south. The Secreta.ry 
of the Interior and the Commissioner of the General Land 
Offioe did not agree with McGowan and the Secretary said: 
2 
1 Ibid.. Ibid.
 
J1bid .. , pa.rts 7-10. p. 5114.
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Figure 3. The error at the Kalama Terminal. (From 
Joint Hearings.) 
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With the abutting lines of railroad constructed 
to aither bank, it is not reasonable to hold that a 
through line has not been constructed because trains 
are ferried across a river or inlet.l 
1110. To deduct for the Taooma overlap..-638,450.99 u2 
The tentative adjustment made by the Comm1ssioner of 
the General Land Office in December of 1923 allowed the 
Northern Pac1fic 2,838,958.02 acres under the act of 1870. 
Th1s was 638,450.99 acres more than the Company was allowed 
in 1906 as mentioned in 256 u.s. 51, as the Commissioner 
failed to deduct the area at Tacoma. Tacoma marked the 
junct10n of the main line chartered 1n 1864, and the branch 
line chartered 1n 1870 (Figure 4). The question at Tacoma 
involved the intention of Congress--was there a double grant 
of land here or had Congress intended for the 1864 line to 
take it? If Congress intended the double grant of land, the 
Northern Paoific was to have indemnity selections for the 
intended for the Railroad. The situation was complicated 
1870 line to the amount of 638.450.99 acres, and the tenta­
tive adjustment of 1923 included these acres 1n the total 
3 
by the provision of the act of 1870 which changed the main 
line to the road running down the Columbia River and the 
branch line to the 11ne over the cascades. McGowan believed 
1Ibid. , part la, p. 685. 
2 Ibid. , part 1, p. 26. 
3Ibid. f parts 7-10, pp. 5114-5115. 
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that the change of lines mea.nt that all of the construction 
occurred under the act of 1870. As proof for this conten­
tion. McGowan cited the provisions of the acts of 1864 and 
11870.
The act of 1864 said: 
And said corporation is hereby authorized and 
empowered to layout. locate. construct. furnish. 
maintain. and enjoy a continuous railroad and tele­
graph line, with the appurtenances, namely. beginning 
at a point on Lake Superior, in the State of 
Minnesota or Wisconsin; thence westerly by the 
most eligible railroad route. as shall be deter­
mined by said company. within the territory of 
the United states. on a line north of the forty­
fifth degree of latitude to some point on Puget's 
Sound, with a branch. Via the valley of the Columbia 
River. to a point at or near Portland. in the State 
of Oregon, leaving the main trunk-line at the most 
suitable place. not more than three hundred miles 
from its western terminus••••2 
The resolution of 1870 said: 
• • • and also to locate and construct. under the 
provisions and with the privileges. grants. and 
duties provided for in its act of incorporation, 
its main road to some point on Paget Sound. via 
the valley of the Columbia river. with the right 
to locate and construct its branch from some con­
venient point on its main trunk line a050sB the 
Cascade Mountains to Puget Sound. • • • 
McGowan pointed out that the "300 mile" limitation on 
the branch line of 1864 and the "convenient point" of the 
resolution of 1870 were far different. and the fact that the 
lIbid •• parts 4-5, p. 2250. 
213 U.S. statutes 366 (1864). 
316 u.S. statutes 378-379 (1870). 
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line was built after 1870 meant that the line was built 
under the terms of the aot of 1870. 
This being true, it necessarily follows that the 
branch line over the Cascade Mountains was not built 
under the law as it appeared in the aot of July 2 t 
1864, with referenoe to the 300-mile limitation, but 
the branch line Was oonstructed under the t convenient 
point I words in the jOint resolution of May 31, 1870, 
as all of the construction of that particular pieoe 
of branch road was SUbsequent to May 31. l870.l 
Since the two roads were bUilt under the same act and 
the Supreme Court held in U.S. vs. Oregon ~ california 
Railroad, 164 u.S. 526, that in a situation of this type the 
main line was to receive the lands and the branch line wa.s 
2to get no lands, there was no Tacoma overlap. The oorrect 
figure for the area was 637.500.46 acres and this was 
approved by the General Land Office and the Seoretary of the 
3Interior. 
The Northern Pacific did not agree that the line from 
Portland to Taooma. was built under the act of 1870 and that 
Congress intended to grant la.nds to aid in the building of 
both lines. The later grant was to receive indemnity se1ec­
4­
tiona for the lands lost to the main line grant of 1864. 
This statement would have had merit if the grants were to 
IJOint Hearings, ,2i- ill., parts 4-5. p. 2250. 
2 Ibid ••
-
parts 7-10. p. 5115­
3Ib1d •• part la. p. 686. 
4Ib1d •• parts 11-12. p. 5434 • 
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different companies but Congress had not intended to make a 
doUble grant to the Northern Paoifio. 
"II. To deduct the exoess aoreage of the grant through 
Washington--l,500,OOO.001l1 
The main contention by McGowan was that the Northern 
Paoific should have followed a more direot route along the 
road from Spokane to Tacoma instead of building south to 
Wa.llula and then north and west to Ta.ooma. The problem 
arose when the Northern Pacifio failed to construct the line 
down the Columbia. from Wallula to Portland and forfeited the 
land along this route. The Supreme Court in the case of st. 
Paul and Pacific v. Northern Paoific (139 u.s. 1) said: 
When the termini of a railroad are mentioned. 
for whose construction a grant is made, the extent 
of which is dependent upon the distance between 
those points, the road should be constructed upon 
the most direct and practicable line. No unneces­
sary deviation from such line would be deemed within 
the contemplation of the grantor. and would be 
rejected as not in accordance with the grant. 2 
The Northern Pacific line as shown on the map (Figure 
5) was anything but direot. There would have been no objec­
tion to the route chosen had the Northern Pacific constructed 
3 
the line down the Columbia River. 
McGowan stated: 
lIbid •• part 1, p. 26. 
Northern2St • Paul and Pacific Railroad comta~ v.
 
Pacific 'Riilr:oaa: C"OiiipapY. 1)9 u.s.i, 1) ( 89 ).
 
3 H 1 o.. 'n. c1.. t., parts 7-10, p. 5120.Joint ear ngs, .=..& 
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If the Secretary of the Interior had known at the 
time that he approved the map of location of the 
road from Wallula to Spokane that the company would 
violate its contract by not bUilding down the 
Columbia River, the Secretary of the Interior would 
have had no authority in law to approve a map of definite 
location such as was finally followed by the Northern 
Pacific. l 
The direct route used to compute the acreage was a 
combination of the routes of the Northern Pacific and the 
Chicago, rUlwaukee and St. Paul as shown on the map, a route 
which was 82.2 miles shorter than the Northern Pacific 
2 
between Lind and Ellensburg. When the Northern Pacific 
filed its map of definite location from Lake Pend d' Oreille 
to Wallula, the Secretary of the Interior had a map of 
general route which indicated that the Railroad intended to 
3fulfill the conditions of the grant. If the Northern 
Pacific had indicated it was not intending to bUild down the 
Columbia, the Secretary of the Interior would have been 
reqUired by 139 u.s. 1 to tell the Northern Pacific to take 
a more direct route from Spokane to Tacoma. 
The Railroad maintained that the route taken was the 
most SUitable at the time and that the Government use of 
land grant rates and other Government actions indicated the 
4 
acceptance of the situation. 
1 
Ibid., p. 3598. 
2 
Ibid.,
-
p. 3606. 
3Ibid ., p. 3617. 
4
Ibid., part 1, pp. 422-42]. 
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The Commissioner of the General Land Office agreed 
with the railroad. 
Inasmuch as the location of the main line (so far 
as constructed) and the branch line comply fully With 
the requirements as set out in the granting act, as 
amended, and the road as constructed was accepted, it 
follows that no deduction from said grant can be made 
by this office based upon a claim that the road as 
built is not a direct route between the terminal 
points. l 
On this statement, the secretary of the Interior com­
mented: 
If by that he means that the Government is bound 
by approval of the map of definite location, attention 
is directed to the decision of the Supreme Court in 
United states v. ~re~n, etc., Railroad (164 u.s. 
526', and particu ar tOlanguage on pages 544-545. 
I do not, therefore, concur in the conclusion of the 
Commissioner, but recommend investigation by the 
committee into this phase of the grant ••••2 
12.	 To show wherein the Northern Pacific defeated its 
grant under the acta of July 2, 1864, and May 31, 
1870, by selections made in the indemnity limits 
thereof under the acts of July 1, 1898, and 
~Br. 2, 1899, possibly--75,OOO.003 
The Railroad Company received by acts of July 1, 
1898, and March 2, 1899, selection privileges for lands 
relinquished in the primary limits of the grant. These 
selection rights were not confined to the indemnity limits 
of the	 grant but were good outside the limits of the grant. 
The Company selected certain areas within the indemnity 
1
 
Ibid., p. 377.
 
2 Ibid •• part la, p. 686. 
3Ibid., part 1, p. 26 • 
0 
21' 
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limits and. took from itself the right to select these lands 
as indemnity under the provisions of the granthll:l' .t 1 
.'0 ac s. 
The point made by McGowan was that the Company, by its own 
actIons, had contributed to the deficiency in the grant and. 
. 2 
that it was bound by 1ts own aet. 
The Northern Pacific replied that the lands were 
selected under the acts of Congress which clearly permitted 
such selections, and the selections were approved by the 
3Interior Department. Why then should the act10ns have been 
questioned when the Northern Pacific had. the legal right to 
do them? 
The Comm1ssioner of the General Land Office approved 
the deduction removing 520 acres from the primary limit of 
the grant as a result of a selection of these lands in even­
numbered sections in the primary I1m1ts, 38,007.09 aares 
from the grant of 1864, and 8,568.29 acres from the grant of 
41870 or a total ot 46,575.)8 acres in the indemnity limits. 
5 
The Secretary of the Interior also approved the deduotion. 
14.	 To show in detail the clroWllStanoes surrounding the 
Wallu.la overlap act of May 17, 1906, and the 
resu.lting benefits to the Northern Paoific and to 
ded.uct from the grant the acreage of the main 
1 
Ibid.., .parts 4--5, PP. 2300.2301. 
2Ibid.., p. 2307" 
3!bid., part 1, p. 424. 
4Ibid ... p .. J?7.. Jlbld". part la, p. 687. 
-----
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line moiety lands in the Wallula overlap-­
590,000.001 
The situation at Wallula would have been the same as 
that at Tacoma had the Northern Pacific completed its con­
tract and built the main line down the Columbia. The main 
line lands, granted in 1864, were forfeited by the act of 
1890 which provided: 
That no lands declared forfeited to the United 
States by this act shall by reason of such forfei­
ture inure to the benefit of any State or corpora­
tion to which lands may have been granted by Con­
gress, except as herein otherwise provided; nor 
shall this act be construed to enlarge the area of 
land originally covered by any such grant, or to 
confer any right upon any State, corporation or 
person to lands Which were excepted from such 
grant. Nor shall the moiety of the lands granted 
to any railroad company on account of a main and a 
branch line appertaining to uncompleted road, and 
hereby forfeited, within the conflicting limits of 
the grants for such main and branch lines, when but 
one of such lines has been completed, inure by 
virtue of the forfeiture hereby declared to the 
benefit of the completed line. 2 
Congress, then, thought it had forfeited the moiety 
lands in the Wallula overlap. At the time of the forfeiture 
legislation. no map of definite location was filed down the 
Columbia but there was a general route map filed and this 
was believed sufficient to identify the lands. on 
February 23. 1904, the Supreme Court handed down a decision 
in a case involving the overlap between the line from Port­
lIbid., part 1, p. 26. 
226 u.s. Statutes 498 (1890). 
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land to Tacoma and the line which was never built from 
Wallula to Portland. In that case (193 U.s. 1) the Court 
held that the general withdrawal map did not sUfficiently 
identify the lands, and that the lands were sUbject to the 
1Northern Pacific grant of 1870. The decision was then 
applied by the Department of the Interior to the Wallula 
overlap as well. McGowan thought this was done in error 
because both of the lines in question at Wallula were under 
the grant of 1870. He pointed out that it would have been 
very simple for Congress to have brought proceedings in 
mandamus to require the Northern Pacific to file a map of 
definite location identifying the lands between Wallula and 
Portland and causing them to fall under the provisions of 
the forfeiture act of 1890 (Figure 6). Instead of this 
action. the Northern Pacific was permitted to take the lands 
in place or in indemnity by the act of May 17. 1906. The 
indemnity provision was made necessary because between 1890 
and the date of 193 u.s. I, the lands in the overlap were 
opened to settlement because the Interior Department con­
sidered them forfeited. The settlers claimed 179,118.88 
acres of land in error and the act of 1906 was passed sup­
posedly in their behalf but the Northern Pacific gained 
seleotion rights for those 179.000 acres as well as 298,769 
lUnited states v. Northern .facific Railroad Companz, 
193 u.s. It 9-10 (1904). 
--
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and 1870. The line of 1864 Was not built and the land 
grant along it Wae forfeited. (From Joint ~earingS.) 
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acres in place lands. 
McGowan said to the Railroad: 
Congress thought it had forfeited the main line 
moiety lands in the Wallula overlap by reason of 
section 6 of the act of September 29, 1890. Unless 
Congress was apprised fUlly of the situation and 
what it could and could not do, it must be assumed 
when it passed the act of May 17, 1906, it virtually 
gave you 477,000 acres of land which it thought at 
least it had forfeited by section 6 of the act of 
September 29, 1890.2 
In addition McGowan applied the situation in the Wallula 
overlap to the over all question of performance by the Rail­
road. 
The materiality of a discussion of this point, 
JUdge, it seems to me, is to tie into this: The 
Northern Pacific, of course, takes the position 
in this matter that the Government has breaohed 
its contract. Here is one specific item where 
Congress oertainly had in mind the forfeiture of 
at least the acreage of the lands as I have given 
them, and yet by a peculiar situation, that is, 
the failure of the company to comply with the terms 
of its contract to tile a map of definite location, 
from Wallula to Portland. those lands were not for­
feited.) 
The railroad disagreed with this position and said: 
It ls, of course, well settled that where the 
limits of two grants to two grantees, each of the 
same date t conflict t a moiety of the lands in the 
overlap passes to ea.ch grantee. In the single 
respect as to the dates of the grants involved the 
situation a.t Wallula differs from that at Portland 
but obviously this distinction 1s immaterial if no 
lands were ever identified as falling under the 
1 ~. £!!.• parts 4-5, pp. 2380-2384.Joint Hearings. 
2 3Ibid •• p .. 2388.Ibid •• pp. 238)-2384. 
-
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operation of the grant in aid of the line from Wallula 
to Portland. l 
The Commissioner of the General Land Office agreed with the 
Railroad as did the Secretary of the Interior. The Secre­
tary said, however: 
If, in the opinion of the committee, proceedings 
as to the alleged moiety lands of the alleged over­
lap should be had, an appropriate act of Congress 
would probably be a prerequisite to action in the 
courts. 2 
The Congress failed badly in 1906 when it gave the 
additional rights of selection to the Northern Pacific. The 
Northern Pacific failed to adhere to its contract and 
because of this obtained 300,000 additional acres of land. 
f1l6. To reconsider whether crow Indian Reservation 
losses could be satisfied in the second indemnity 
belt--1,300,OOo.00»3 
The point at issue involved the right of the Northern 
Pacific to make selections in the second indemnity limits in 
this particular case as in points 1, 2, and 3. If the Rail­
road was prevented from entering the second indemnity 
limits, the selections for 1,300,000 acres of land in the 
second l1mit were made in error and could have been sub­
tracted from the shortage. The second indemnity limits were 
1 Ibid., part 1, p. 427. 
2 Ibid ., part la, p. 687. 
~ 
3Ibtd ., part I, p. 26. 
--
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included in the act of 1870 and were only used to replace 
losses in the primary limits SUbsequent to July 2, 1864. 1 
Two treaties with the Crow, the treaties of September 17, 
1851, and May 7, 1868 provided the situation for contro­
versy. If the lands were inclUded in the treaty of 1851, 
then the Northern Pacific was confined to the first indemnity 
limit for losses; if 1868, then the lands could have been 
taken in the second indemnity limit. 
The Commissioner of the General Land Office concluded 
that the Treaty of 1851 had never been formally ratified by 
Congress and the settled oonstruotion of the Interior 
Department held that the Treaty of 1868 created the reserva­
tion. The primary reason for establishing the seoond 
indemnity limit in Montana was to satisfy losses in the Crow 
2Reservation. The Secretary of the Interior was not so oer­
tain and recommended that Congress hear the parties and 
3deoide upon the measure. The Committee reached no definite 
conolusion in this dispute. 
The result of the measures considered was the reduc­
tion of the defioiency in the Northern Paoific grant by 
about 1,300,000 aeres and the removal of some of the 
indemnity lands from seleotion by the railroad. Aooording 
lIbid., parts 7-10, p. 5167.
 
2 Ibid ., part I, p. 378.
 
J 1bid., part la, p. 688.
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to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, the adjust­
ment of 1925 showed the gross area of the primary limits of 
the act of July 2, 1864, as 40,960,511.38 acres. From this 
370,378.05 acres was deducted for the land along the route 
of the Portage, Winnebago and Superior Railroad, and a 
deduotion of 13,312 aores for the estimated area inoluded 1n 
the Montana primary limits not oorreoted by the new maps, 
leaVing a net area of 40,576,821.33 aores. The gross area 
of the primary limits of the grant of May 31, 1870, was 
2,827,319. 47 aores from whioh was deduoted 637,500.46 acres 
for the Tacoma overlap leaving a net of 2,189,819.01 acres. 
The Company had received as of Deoember 31, 1921, 38,439,100.09 
aores under the act of 1864 and 1,608,176.30 aores under the 
aot of 1870. The defioienoy under the aot of 1864 was 
2,137,721.24 acres from whioh 38,527.09 acres was deducted 
for lieu lands selected by the Company in its own lim1ts, 
bringing the net deficiency to 2,099,194.15 acres; and under 
the aot of 1870, the deficiency was 581,642.71 aeres from 
which was deducted 8,568.29 acres for the same reason, 
1 
reduoing the defioit to 573,074.42 acres. These deductions 
by the Commissioner were in direct response to the points 
and e.rguments of MeG ovan. 
It was still neeessary for Congress to take action if 
l Ibid ., part I, p. 372. 
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the remaining deficit were to be removed and the rest of the 
forest reserve lands were to be saved. The errors in the 
grant were corrected, but the real questions of nonperfor­
mance by the Northern Facific were concentrated in the 
remainder of the 22 points. 
• 
THE CON:;RESSIONAL PHASE: PART II 
The changes in the tentative adjustment made by the 
Commissioner of the General Land Office in response to 
McGowan's letter were only part of the total picture. There 
was still a deficiency in the grant which needed Congres­
sional action to nullify the Northern Pacific's claim to 
additional land. The hearings held by the Joint Committee 
reached no conclusions on the specific issues raised, but 
the decision by the Committee to retain the lands indicated 
its feelings on the matter. McGowan succeeded in convincing 
Congress that the Northern Pacific had failed to complete 
its pa.rt of the bargain and. that the forest lands should be 
retained for the United States. Most of the questions which 
will be discussed in this chapter were not adjusted by the 
General Land Office or the Secretary of the Interior because 
they were outside the authority of administrative officerse 
They did not deal with acreage but were questions of excess 
value reoeived by the Northern Pacific in addition to the 
original grant, and the failure by the Northern Pacific to 
oomply with the provisions of the grant. 
McGowan summed up this position well when he told the 
Committee: 
, 
80 
I understand. of course. that some of the matters 
I have touched upon will not appeal to you as bei 
properly within the adjustment of the grant as yo~ 
have undertaken it. yet they are a part of the grant 
to the same extent as the acres thereof. The $2.50 
sales provision is as Vital a section or the grant 
as any	 other portion. l 
The arguments between McGowan and James B. Kerr. the 
spokesman for the Northern Pacific. were often highly com­
plex and legalistic with no final resolution of the issues. 
They were important. however. to an extent not attributable 
to those mentioned in Chapter III because they dealt with 
actions by the Northern Pacific. some of which involved the 
possibility of fraUd. rather than mistakes by the General 
Land Office or Congress. 
13.	 To show the great additional values received by the 
Northern Pacif i a under the aot of Mar. 2. 1899, 
the act of July 1. 1898. and extensions thereof 
and other so-called relief acts. 2 
The primary aim of McGowan was to set up a balance 
sheet between the values the Northern Pacific had received 
and the benefits which Congress had intended at the time it 
granted the lands for the construction of the Railroad. He 
was convinced that the situation called for the settlement 
1United States Congress, Joint Committee on the 
Investigation of the Northern Pacific Railroad Land Grants, 
Hearitys Before the Joint copgressional Committee ~ the 
lnvest=gation of-rhe Northern Pacific Railroad Land Grants 
1Part I ot I5 parts J Washington: Government Printing 
Office. 1925-1928). p. 27. This will hereafter be referred 
to as Joint HearingS. 
2 
Ibid",	 p. 26. 
·..p 
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of the grant on an eqUitable basis rather than the legal 
basis stated in 256 u.s. 51. This must be kept in mind. in 
the examination of this point and those that follow. 
The act of July I, 1898 Was designed to aid the 
settler who had settled in any part of the Northern Pacific 
land grant in the case where land. was purchased from the 
United states in good faith. The Railroad was permitted to 
select lieu lands in any state into which the grant extended 
1 
to replace these lands lost to the settlers. 
This act permitted the selection of lands in many 
areas beyond the indemnity limits of the grant. Even so, it 
was not open to abuse to the extent of the act of 1899. but 
McGowan reported receipts of $3,773,655.56 for 439,220.73 
acres of land selected by the Northern Pacific in lieu of 
lands lost under the act of 1898 indicating that the lands 
2 
seleoted were very valuable. 
The act of l1arch 2. 1899. provided for the establish­
ment of the Mount Rainier National Park in an area which 
fell inside the limits of the Northern Pacifio grant. The 
act creating the Park contained a prOvision tor the exchange 
of lands in the Park f or other lands. 
• • • said company is hereby authorized to seleot 
an equal quantity of nonmineral public lands, so 
130 u.s. Statutes 620 (1898). 
2 1. o.. n·. ".It· •• parts 7-10, p. 5132.Joint Hear!!eis • .::;.&. v 
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class ified as nonmineral at the time of actual Gov­
ernment survey, which has been or shall be made of 
the United States not reserved and to which no ~dverse 
right or claim shall have attached or have been 
initiated at the time of the making of such selec­
tion, lying within any State into or through which 
the railroad of said Northern Pacific Railroad 
Company runs, to the extent of the lands so relin­
quished and released to the United States.l 
The practical effect of this provision was to permit 
the exchange of large areas of WOrthless mountain tops and 
glaciers in the Park for valuable lands elsewhere. 
It was once stated in Congress that the railroad 
relinquished 450,000 acres of land within three days 
after the Mount Rainier Act was signed. Many people
wanted the park established for perfectly good 
reasons, but this provision of the act suggests that 
it was drawn under careful supervision of agents of 
the Northern Pacific. • • .2 
Whether this charge was true or not, the Northern 
Pacific received valuable lands for the worthless lands in 
the Park. 
The Wallula OVerlap act of May 17. 1906 was discussed 
in Chapter III (Point 14). The general position taken by 
MeGowan in respect to each of these aots was that the exoess 
value of the land received was consideration for adjustment 
of the grant. 
Conced1ng that the aot of July 2. 1864. and the joint resolution of MaY 31, 1870, were on the basis 
of aores, it 1s SUbmitted that these tremendous 
130 u.s. statutes 994 (1899). 
2 .•. k P·ll • A CriticalJohn Ise, Our National Par . 0 Oto T . 121-122. 
Elstorx (Balt1more:--John HOPKi~ress,/6l , pp. 
4 
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values the Northern Pacific has received by reason 
of these additional aets, can not be disregarded i 
any comprehensive determination of the respective n 
rights of the Northern Pacific and the United States 
arising out of the land grants.l	 ' 
The General Land. Office was not involved with this 
point as it required action beyond the authority of the 
2Office. 
The Secretary of the Interior indicated that no legal 
grounds existed for settling this point but perhaps a court 
3
of eqUity would take this into acoount. 
The Northern Pacifio indicated that it felt the 
inquiry into the value of the lands was immaterial. 
'~....~ 
It seems that in his argument on this point the 
Acting Forester is confused by another SUggestion 
which he advanoes and which will be considered 
below, namely, that the Northern Pacific grant was 
one of money or value whereas it was in fact a 
grant of a quantity of4lands in whioh no question 
of value was involved. 
Congress failed in the wording of the various acts to 
reqUire equal value as well as equal area for lieu selec­
tions,	 opening the door for abuse of the selection rights. 
15.	 To show the full facts oovering the erroneous clas­
siflcation of mineral lands under the act of 
Feb. 26, 1895, and the effect of thisela.ssifiea­
tlon upon the lands of the United States with a 
1 
J olnt Hearings, ,2E. oit ., parts 7-10, p. 5132. 
2 
Ibid.,	 part 1, p. 378. 
3Ibid ., part la, p. 687. 
4Ibid.,	 part 1, p. 426. 
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view to eliminating the unsatisfied mineral 
losses from the deficiency figureS--2,250,OOO.001 
The point of erroneous mineral class1fieation was the 
most extensively debated question raised by McGowan. The 
Northern Pacific was prohibited from taking mineral lands in 
place or indemnity by the granting acts of 1864 and 1870, 
and was entitled to take lieu lands to replace the mineral 
lands lost. There were approximately 3,800,000 acres of 
land classified as mineral over the entire grant, and the 
Northern Pacific had selected approximately 1,600,000 acres 
by 1925 to replace these losses. This left about 2,200,000 
2 
acres which were yet to be selected. The adjustment of the 
grant made by the General land Office 1n 1925 indicated a 
deficit of about 2,600,000 acres 1n the grant so that most 
of this deficit was caused by unselected mineral lieu lands. 
McGowan had this to sayan the mineral land question: 
That in so far as this mineral land classifica­
tion 1s concerned, it was a piece of work that 
resulted in very great damage to the United states, 
in that large areas of nonminera1 land of very low 
value, mountain tops, high hills, the Alpine type, 
were classified as mineral, and thereby lost to the 
Northern Pacific grant: for those lands the Northern 
Paeific received an indemnity right to select non­
mineral lands in their indemnity limits. J 
As one remedy for this situation McGowan proposed 
establishing that the value of the 1,600,000 acres already 
1 
Ibid .. , p. 26. 
~-----_.-
chosen equal the value of the lands lost and that conse­
lquentlY the grant was satisfied. AlthoUgh th1s idea wa.s 
mentioned frequently in his testimony, he concentrated upon 
showing that the national forest lands could be saved by 
defining more carefully the lands which were sUbject to 
indemnity selection and showing that much of the classifica­
tion was erroneous, and in fact, fraudulent. 
The grant ing act of 1864 provided that in lieu of 
mineral lands lost, the Northern Pacific was to select Ita. 
like quantity of unoccupied and unappropriated agricultural 
2lands ll • The Interior Department had, in the past, con­
strued agricultural to be synonymous with nonmineral, but 
I1cGowan felt this was done in error. In accordance with the 
indemnity provision of the act of 1864, if the lands in the 
forests were not agricultural lands, then the Northern 
Pacific could not select them in lieu of lost mineral 
lands. 3 
This construction of the law, if accepted, meant that 
the forest reserve lands for the most part were exempt from 
1 
Ibid. 
2Unlted states congress, House, Committee on the 
Public Lands, The Northern Pacifio .!!:!:!£ Gran!, Hearings
before Committee; beth Congress, Ist Session, on a.J.Res. 
183, (Part 1 of 5 parts: Washington: Government Printing 
Offioe, 1924), p. 94. This will hereafter be referred to as 
House Hearlpgs. 
JJoint Hearings, ,2E. ,cit., parts 4-5, p. 2439. 
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seleotion under the grant. 
The second point of attack tried to prove the value 
of the lands already selected equal to the total value of 
the shortage. and indioated the inaccuracy with which the 
classification was made. E. A. Sherman. the Chief Forester. 
indicated that the department was not accusing the Northern 
Pacific of fraud but the hearings did not bear this conten­
tion out. 
The mineral classifications in question were made 
under the provisions of the act of February 26. 1895. by a 
three man commission. These oommissioners were not always 
the most qualified persons for the job. and they were 
accompanied by experts from the Northern Pacific. The 
Northern Pacific had the worthless land classified as 
I
mineral and the valuable land as nonmineral. 
The act of 1895 provid~d: 
That as to the lands against the classification 
whereof no protest shall have been filed as herein­
before provided. the classification. when approved 
by the Seoretary of the Interior, shall be con­
sidered final. except 1n case of fraud. • • .2 
The mineral controversy then provided two alterna­
tlves--either prove fraud or get Congress to provide for a 
reclassification of the mineral lands. 
The Forest Department called in several of its 
1 
Ibid •• p. 2451. 
228 U.S. Statutes 685 (1895). 
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mineral experts to testify before the JOint C 
oIMDlttee on the 
aetual status of the lands classified as mineral. The 
report given to the Committee showed that of the 3,800,000 
aores classified a.s mineral lands durIng the 30 years slnoe 
the pa.ssage of the act. there were entries Under the mining 
laws to only 65.000 acres ind.i oa.t Ing that much of the land 
cla.ssified as mineral was not properly classified. l In 
addition, testimony by W. M. H. Woodward and C. A. McElroy, 
mineral experts with the Forest Servioe, established the 
2a.pproximate error in the classification at 80 per oent. 
How did the land happen to be so poorly olassified 
and what role did the Northern Pa.cific play in the olassifi­
cation? The persons who classified the land were desoribed 
by H. H. Schwartz. the Chief of Field Services for the Land 
Office. 
The appointment of the oommissioners 'l1nder this 
act was political. The two nonresident commissioners 
in each district were usually elderly men appointed 
from the Southern States. and. of course, had 
absolutely no knowledge of mineral or mineral land 
indications in Montana or Idaho. The ~sldent mem­
bers of the board were supposed to Mvoe been selected. 
With some regard for their mineral knowledge but were 
really seleoted by reason of political consideration. 
It followed from all this that the board itself did 
not have within it the knowledge or intelligence to 
make a proper classification.) 
I.Joint !es,rlB$8. ~ .. cit .. parts 4-5. p. 2465.
 
21b1d., p" 1786: n~lq ... p .. 1791"
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This ignorance of mineral indicatiOns, coupled with 
the presence of the Northern Pacifio representatives, tended 
to create mineral land where there was none. In addition, 
732,147. 84 acres in the first indemnity limit and 454,716.18 
acres in the second indemnity limit were classified as 
mineral removing them from the possibility of selection by 
1 
the Northern Pacific. This was not such a 1a.rge acreage, 
but if it were only 20 per cent mineral as the estimate of 
the examiners indicated, the deficiency in the grant would 
have been greatly lessened because this land would have been 
available for lieu selections. 
A statement by H. G. Ade, of the United States Forest 
Service, concerning the same area of the grant as the 
statements by Woodward and McElroy established that the lieu 
lands selected were, as of 1924, 7.9 times as valuable as 
2
the lands lost. 
The question of fraud on the part of the Northern 
Pacific Was investigated by calling witnesses who were in 
the employ of the Northern Pacific and others who were 
mineral oommissioners. In Lamb et aI, against Northern 
Pacific Railroad.9.£. (29 Land Decisions 102), it was held 
that if the commissioners did not personally examine the 
land it constituted fraud. The report made by the commls­
2 81 Ibid. t p. 1··37. 
~Ibid •• p. 2487. 
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sloners contained the phrase: "the lands Were personally 
examined by	 the board and no traces of mineral formation 
1 
were found ff • 
If they did not make such personal examination, 
their report is equally fraudulent. inasmuch as it 
asserted that they did so examine them: it was an 
a.ssertion of 'positive knowledge of What they did 
not know' a.n~ comes Within Lord K~nyon's definition, 
supra, of a. legal fraUd,'. • •• 
McGowan then prodUced testimony to indicate that the 
commissioners could not have examined all of the area. for 
the act reqUired that each 40 acre subdivision be examined 
:3 
by the commissioners. A great quantity of the land in 
Montana was supposedly examined in the wintertime when it 
was under heavy snow cover and it was impossible to deter­
4 
mine the nature of the lands. 
The Northern Pacific. wishing some of the mineral 
olassifications ohanged because of the presence of valuable 
timberlands substantiated this claim in a brief dated 
August 2, 1906 filed with the Commissioner of the General 
Land Office. 
• • • The company has at all times claimed the 
physical impossibility of an examination of the lands 
in question during the fall and winter months, 
although it will appear from the detailed reports 
1 
Ibid., parts 7-10, p. 2451.
 
2Ibide, parts 4-5, p. 2452.
 
3Ibid •• p. 2453.
 
4 
Ibid., parts 7-10, p. 3837. 
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of the mineral land commissioners that durlng the 
time of year when this land was at least 10 feet 
under snow, they personally examlned the same on 
foot, and they were able from suoh examinatlon to 
classify the land as mineral. l 
The land in question was 288,000 aores, but the pro­
test was SUbsequently wlthdrawn for 31,000 acres which were 
practically devoid of timber va1ues. 2 
James W. Edwards, who from 1882 to 1898 was With the 
Northern Paclfic in the posltlon of chief land examlner and 
appraiser offered some interestlng lnformatlon about one of 
the groups of commissioners in the Coeur d' Alene dlstrlct. 
John B. Goode and A. A. Crane, two of the three commis­
sloners had a timber contract wlth the Northern Paclfic for 
Jtles and poles at the time they were mineral commissioners. 
The classifiootions were not made by the commissioners. but 
by the men in the employ of the Northern Pacific who recom.... 
mended valuable lands as nonm1neral and nonvaluable lands as 
4
mineral. 
A. A. Crane testified that the examiners were not on 
all of the la.nd that was olassified. but that they reported 
to the Secretary of the Interior that they had made a 
5personal examination of the lands. Crane also testified 
that the oommissioners classified land where timber was good 
1 2Ib1d .. f p. )877 ..Ib~d"t p. 3876. 
4Ibidq p .. 3728.JIbld .. t p .. 3725.. 
-
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as nonmineral and land where there was no timber ~s ~ mineral 
1land. 
The Montana. Mining Association conducted an investiga­
tion in 1908 into the mineral classification and reported: 
The railway company gained title to a large area 
of valua.ble timberland. that is unquestionably mineral 
in character, while at the same time it got rid of 
thousands of acres of worthless land that was unsal­
able and devoid of mineral deposits. Por all this 
worthless land 1t received rich agricultural and 
profitable timber lands in lieu of the worthless 
lands surrendered to the Government. 2 
The conclusion reached by the Association was 
unfavorable to the Northern	 Pacific. 
• • • the members of this committee unhesitatingly 
declare as their firm belief that the mineral land 
olassification made in Montana is abSUrd, worthless, 
and fraught with injury and injustice to the miners, 
prospectors, mining interests, and the people of the 
state in general: that it is tainted with fraud and 
collUSion, and was largely manipulated by the Northern 
Pacific Railway Co. and its paid agents and attorneys •• • 
The Montana Legislature passed a resolution r~rch 4, 
1909, Which showed the opinions of the legislature on the 
question. 
Resolved bl the Legislative Assembly of th~ State 
of Montana theesnate Concurrlpgf That we humbly 
petition a~d request of the National Congress that 
it pass an act providing for a just, honest and 
thorough mineral reclassification of all lands of 
the State of Montana Within the Northern Paoifio 
land grant. 4 
4126.lIbld. , p. 3965.	 2Ib1d • , p. 
4Ib1d • , p. 41)0. 
~)Ibld. , p. 4129. 
~ 
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The Northern Pacific maintained that the decision by 
the Secretary of the Interior to approve the classification 
was binding	 except in the case of fraud and that fraud was 
1
not present. This did not seem to be the case as the 
evidence produced by McGowan clearly indicated fraud. The 
failure of the commissioners to examine the land personally 
indicated fraud even if the actions of the Northern Pacific 
were disregarded. It would have appeared that the United 
States had sufficient cause to overturn the mineral classi­
fication and recover damages for the lost lands. 
"17. To show the values that have been lost to the 
United States under the act of Mar. 2, 1896, 
for lands erroneously patented to the Northern 
2 
Pacific. 1/ 
The act of March 2, 1896, provided for the extension 
of a statute of limitations for canceling patents issued in 
error to the Northern Pacific. It continued the provisions 
of the acts of lVIarch J, 1887 and !1arch J, 1891 which pro­
Vided for the recovery of no more than the minimum govern­
ment price of $1.25 per acre from the grantee if the landS 
were sold to a bona fide purchaser. J McGowan wondered why 
1 Ibid., part 1, pp. 428-429. 
2 Ib!.d., p. 26. 
324 u.s. statutes 557 (1887); 26 u.s. statutes 1093 (1891): 29 U~S. statutes 42-43 (1896). 
--
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the Northern Pacific was allowed to retain the difference 
between the money received by the Railroad and the minimum 
price. The Northern Paoific replied by stating the unrea­
sonableness of opening a question which was closed for 30 
1 
years. The Secretary of the Interior did not believe that 
the difference in prices could have taken into account in 
2 
the a.djustment of the grant. Congress again had failed in 
the drafting of legislation to provide for proper considera­
tion of the rights of the United states. 
18.	 To deduct from the Northern Pacific grant an 
area equal to the acreage sold under the 1875 
foreclosure proceedings at private sale in 
Violation of the public sale provision of 
the joint resolution of I~y 31, 1870-­
838,85Z J 
The next point was very closely related to this and 
both were discussed at the same time. 
19.	 To show whether or not the Northern Pacific 
complied with the sales provision of the 
joint resolution of ~ay 31, 1870, reqUiring 
the company to dispose of certaln of i48 lands at not more than $2.50 per acre. 
The financial troubles of the Northern Pacific relat­
ing to	 the Panic of 1873 resulted in a reorganization of the 
Railroad in 1875. The Northern Pacific, at that time, sold 
838,852 acres of patented or certified landS back to itself. 
1	 £E. ~i~., part 1, p. 431.Joint HearingS, 
2 
Ibid. , part la, p. 689. 
~ 
4Ibid. ,	 p. 27.
.3 Ibid. , part 1, p. 26. 
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One provision of the act of 1870 was: 
• • • and if the mortgage hereby authorized shall 
at any time be enforced by foreclosure or other legal 
proceeding, or the mortgaged lands hereby granted, or 
any of them, be sold by the trustees to whom such 
mortgage may be executed, either at its maturity or 
for any failure or default of said company under the 
terms thereof, suoh lands shall be sold at public 
sale, at places Within the States and Territories 
in which they shall be situate" after not less than 
sixty days' previous notice, in single sections or 
subdivisions thereof, to the highest and best 
bidder••••1 
The Northern Pacific mortgage was foreclosed on 
May 12, 1875, and all property except the patented or certi­
fied lands was sold back to the company. That foreclosure 
decree, as amended, directed the sale of all of the property 
except the lands which had been patented or certified, and 
the sale took place on August 12, 1875. 2 
Later, the receiver, George W. cass, the former 
president of the Northern Pacific, and Jay Cooke and 
Charlemagne Tower as trustees, conveyed the 838,852 acres of 
patented or certified lands to Frederick Billings, the 
3president of the Railroad. A question arose as to whether 
the actual franchise as a corporation was properly trans­
ferred and so in 1882 the reorganization committee executed 
• 4 
a deed conveying all the property including the franchise. 
116 u.s. Statutes 379 (1870). 
1179.2Joint Hearings, 2J2. oit •• parts 2-3, p. 
4~.3Ib1d • 
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McGowan r s point was the failure to sell the lands at public 
sale in the States and Territories in single sections or 
less but instead, retention of all the lands by the Northern 
Pacific by a private transaction, violated the provisions of 
the act of 1870. 
In addition to the patented or certified lands there 
were 3,694,506 acres of surveyed land in the Northern 
Pacific grant in 1875 for which the Railroad had not paid 
the survey fees and which MaGowan felt should have been sold 
1in the required manner. 
The Northern Pacific defended the action in 1875 
vigorously. James B. Kerr, the general counsel for the 
Railroad, pointed out that the lands in question were 
located 1n frUnnesota a.nd in Cass County, Dakota, the eastern­
most county in the territory, and that the provisions of the 
joint resolution of 1870 with respect to the sale of lands 
2 
only a.pplied to the lands granted by that aot. 
PrOVided, that all lands hereby granted to said 
company•••• 
And if the mortgage hereby authorized shall at 
any time be enforced. • • • such lands shall be sold 
at public sale. • • .3 
The only lands granted in 1870 were the lands from 
l~., parts 7-10, p. 5175.
 
2 Ib1d ., parts 2-3, p. 1181.
 
316 U.S. sta.tutes 379 (1870).
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Tacoma to Portland so none of the lands mentioned by McGowan 
fell under the operation of the restrictive provision. The 
indemnity lands were not included in the question because 
the Supreme Court in the case of Hewitt v. Schultz (180 U.S. 
139) held that the indemnity lands were not considered 
I 
"lands hereby granted". The la.nds in the region from 
Tacoma. to Portland were granted by the joint resolution but 
they were lands which had not had the survey fees paid and 
which still legally belonged to the United States. Thus, 
they were not under the operation of the provision reqUiring 
2 
public sale. 
The second point raised by Kerr indicated that the 
lands were not sold by the Northern Pacific but were sold by 
the receiver, George Cass, under the direction of the Cir­
cuit Court of the United States for the southern District of 
New York. J 
The Whole viola.tion of the joint resolution so 
frequently talked of in the brief of the Acting 
Forester 1s based on the erroneous a.nd qUite curious 
notion that the provision in the joint resolution 
ga.ve dlrectaon as to sale of the 838,852 acres of 
land•••• 
IHewltt v. Schultz 180 u.s. 139 (1901). 
2 Joint Hearings, £.E. ill., pa.rts 2-), p. 1185. 
3Ib1d ., p. 118].
 
4
Ibi~., part 1, p. 435· 
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N. J. Sinnott, the chairman of the Joint Committee 
replied to these arguments: 
That will enable me to state what has been bother­
ing me--and I have stated it before in the hearings-_
that Congress, under your theory. in the act of 
May 31, 1870, provides drastic sale provisions for 
the 2,800,000 acres, and provides--makes no provision 
at all for the sale of the 40,000,000 acres in the 
very act giving authority to mortgage the 40,000,000 
acres and the 2,800,000 acres, and it has always 
troubled melto think that Congress wa.s so lax in 
the matter. 
The same idea applied to the foreclosure of 1896, but 
in that case, the lands were listed in Single sections. 
When the lands were sold, the Hailway Company bought all of 
the lands and paid for them With the securities of the Rall­
road Company--securltles that were of no value. As far as 
11cGowan was able to determine, a.ll of the lands of the Rail­
road Company were retained by the Railway Company in 1896. 2 
The Supreme Court in the Oregon and California case 
held that a similar provision to the $2.50 restriction was 
an	 enforcable covenant and that the railroad was required to 
J 
follow the instructions. 
In regard to the phrase, "lands hereby granted", 
McGowan indicated his awareness of the controversy about the 
interpretation. However, the claims did apply to those 
1	 2Ibid., parts 2-3, p. 12) • 
2 1b1d., parts 4-5. PP. 2130-2132. 
3United states v. 9yegon ~ C.R. ££. !! ~I 186 F. 
Rptr. 861 (19i1L 
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lands which the Northern Pacific was Willing to admit were 
granted and they were not disposed of according to the pro­
1 
visions in 1896. 
The Northern Pacific also contended that the fore­
closure of 1896 extinguished the preemption right Under the 
2 
1870 resolution. The act provided: 
• • • that all lands hereby granted to said company
which shall not be sold or disposed of or remain sub­
ject to the mortgage by this act authorized, at the 
expiration of five years after the oompletion of the 
entire road. shall be subjeot to settlement and pre­
emption like other lands, at a price to be paid to 
said company not exceeding two dollars and. fifty 
cents per acre••••3 
The Northern Pacific maintained that this provision 
only applied to the Portland-Tacoma place lands and that 
these lands were subject to mortgage until 1896 and there­
4fore not under the provision quoted abave. 
The Commissioner of the General Land Office indicated 
that his office had no authority to handle the case under 
the decis ion of Heath v. Northern Pacific Railway Company 
(38 L.D. 77).5 The Secretary of the Interior indicated that 
the Heath case was superceeded by the Oregon and california 
1 Joint Hearip.e;s, £E. cit., part 1. p. 151. 
2 Ibid ... p .. 438.
 
316 U.. S. statutes 379 (1870).
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case and that the question was still open. 
McGowan summed up his Position: 
The plan of reorganization of March 16 1896 
never intended there should be a bona fid~ sale·of 
the land grant. and the faots as I have related them 
show that there never was a bona fide sale of the 
land grant in conformity with the provisions of the 
joint resolution of May 31. 1870. that upon the 
foreclosure of the mortgage the lands should be 
sold in single sections or SUbdivisions thereof 
to the highest and best bidder. Not a foot of 
these lands ever went into the hands of a third 
person. 
Why did the Northern Paoific go through all this 
camouflage in connection with the so-called public 
sale of the lands in 18961 Not because the mort­
gages required the lands to be sold in that manner. 
The proceedings were amicable. They did it beoause 
they knew of the requirement in the resolution of 
May 31. 1870. that upon the foreclosure of the 
mortgages. whioh they say were authorized by the 
resolution. that they had to meet the requirements 
of the law. but they did not meet the requirements 
of the law. They knew of the requirements of the 
resolution. but these they speoifically and inten­
tionally evaded. 2 
The case made by McGowan was very convincing in 
pointing out the efforts the Northern Paoific took to evade 
the restrictive provisions of the grant. This failure by 
the Northern Pacific should have been grounds for eliminat­
ing the entire shortage in the grant. 
20.	 To show the extent to whioh the Northern Pacific 
expended the funds Congress authorized it to 
raise by the sale of bonds for purposes other 
than the oonstruction of the railroad contem­
1Ibid •• part la, p. 689·
 
2 41
Ibid.,	 parts 7-10, pp. 5240-52 • 
---.,.., 
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plated by the aot of JUly 2 1864 nd 
resolution of May 31, 1870.1 ,a the 
McGowan's position was that the Northern Pacific 
built feeder lines and otherwise diverted funds and. mate­
rials from the main line. The mortgage authorized by the 
act of 1870 was for the purpose of bUilding the main line 
and any diversion of funds Was a breach of the contract. 
If' they eleoted to go ahead and bUild those branch 
lines, and by reason of that fact they lost lands 
within their primary or indemnity limits, it does 
not seem that they can blow hot and blow cold on the 
same proposition, and say. 'Here is a shortage in 
our grant that is caused. at least in part. by our 
failure to go ahead and build the main line.r2 
The Northern Pacific maintained that the branch lines 
were not against the intention of Congress because they were 
3necessary for the sale of the land grant.
Neither the Commissioner of the General la.nd. Offioe 
nor the Secretary of the Interior felt that they were able 
4 
to recommend action. 
It seemed unrealistic for 11cGowan to question the 
diversion of funds in this case for reasonable business 
practioes by the Northern Pacifio. 
rr21. To show the length of road not constructed Within 
the time speoified by law and the aoreage oppo­
1 Ibid •• part 1, p. 27.
 
2 Ib1d •• p .. 165.
 
41bid ., part la, p. 689. 
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site the sa.me." 
The early forfeiture movement and the failure to cOn­
struct the line on time Was discussed in Chapter II. The 
length of road not constructed in the time. specified was 
1,732.31 miles with about 25,000,000 acres of land opposite 
2
the uncompleted line. 
The Northern Pacific took the position that the Gov­
ernment's fa.ilure to comply with its own requirement to 
survey the grant; the acceptance of the road by the Govern­
ment; and the waiver of the right of forfeiture, made it 
impossible to declare a forfeiture of the lands.) According 
to the Northern Pacific, the forfeiture of 1890 was an 
implied declaration that there was to be no forfeiture of 
lands opposite roads which were actually built, and numerous 
other acts--totaling 23--showed the acceptance of the 
4Northern Pacific e.s built. The land in the indemnity 
limits waB not reserved for the Railroad, (HeWitt v. 
Schultz, 180 u.s. 139), and could not be selected until 
surveyed; therefore, the failure by the United States to 
survey the lands as reqUired by section six of the granting 
5 
act of 1864, caused the shortage in the grant. In addi­
tion, the United States received reduced land grant rates 
1Ibid., part I, p. 27.
 
2 . J Ibid •• p. 408.
Ibid., p. 379. 
SIbi.d., part I, p. 446.4Ibid., part I, p. 442. 
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for Governmental services to the amount of $13 824 6 
, ,I 2.33 as 
of January 1, 1924. 
And the Government t s claim and receipt of these 
rate reductions from 1876, a period extending over 
nearly half a century, is conclusive that failure 
to complete on time was waived.l 
There was a section in the granting act of 1864 which 
provided for the alteration of the grant, but it was very 
qualified and did not give the United states the power to 
2
appropriate the rights of the Northern Pacific. 
• • • c ong res s may, a t any time, hav ing due regard 
for the rights of said Northern Pacific Railroad 
Company, add to, alter, amend, or repeal this act. 3 
The Forest Service attack on these arguments by the 
Northern Pacific was very effective. McGowan quoted the 
United states v. Oregon & california Railroad.£2. in regard 
to the forfeiture act of 1890. 
It 113 urged that, under the rule 'Expressio unlus 
est exclusio alterlus,t the act operates as a declara­
tion of waiver of forfeiture as to all lands opposite 
the completed portions of all railroads. 
• • • So Congress could not have intended, by the 
act under discussion, to confirm the grants here con­
cerned against any condition subsequent that might 
have been annexed to them, and if not intending so 
to do, the ect could not operate as a waive4 of for­feiture of condition subsequent, if broken. 
1 2Ibid ., pp. 449-450.Ibid., p. 448. ~ 
313 u. s. statutes 372 (1864). 
4United Sta.tes v. Oregon & C.R• .£2- !i!!. 186 F. 
Rptr. 86I, BB9 fI911 j' • 
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In addition, the case indicated that the 1 
ssuance of 
patents by the Land Office was not a waiver, nor were acts 
by executive officers, nor the acceptance and use of the 
road by the Government. Laches are not imputable to the 
Government and the statutes	 of limitation of the acts of 
1891 and 1896 did not estop	 the Government from enforcement 
1 
of the condition sUbsequent. 
The Supreme Court in 238 u.s. 393 said: 
We may observe again that the acts of Congress 
are laws as well as grants and have the constancy 
of laws as well as their command and are operative 
and obligatory until repealed. This comment applies 
to and answers all the other contentions of the 
railroad company based on waiver, acquiescence and 
estoppel and even to the defense of laches and the 
statute of limitations. The laws which are urged 
as giving such defenses and as taking a.way or 
modifying the remedies under review have no applica­
tion. 2 
The question of the failure to survey was also 
vigorously attacked by McGowan. As of 1878, there were 
1),849,920 acres of odd-numbered sections of land. surveyed 
in the Northern Pacific grant Or about one-third of the 
3total. 'rhe aot of July 15, 1870, required the Northern 
1 
United States v. Oregon &:.£:.B. Co. ~!!, 186 F. 
Rptr. 861 l 1911 ~ . Laohes are unreasonable delay in ~ssert­
ing a right: waiver 1n voluntarily giving up a right. 
estoppel is forbidd1rtJ:!: the contradiot1on of an earlier posi­
tion.-,
2Ore on & california Railroad Companz v. Unite;! 
§j;ates 2.s. 39~, 4~' \1915) . 
3~o1nt Hearir:Ks , .2.£. oit., parts 4-5, p. 2°59. 
2 
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Pacific to pay the cost of survey--the Railroad refused and 
took the case to the cOllrts. The case of Northern Pacific 
-
v. Traill County, (115 u. s. 600) decided on December 7, 1885, 
settled the question in ~avor of the United States. Even 
though the ca.se was be lng tried in the courts and the 
Northern Pacific was Withholding the cost of survey, nearly 
1 
one-third of the grant was surveyed. The Northern Pacific 
had refused to comply with a Congressional directive and 
used this failure as an excuse for not bUilding the road, 
while at the same time blaming the United States for the 
failure to survey. As if this weren't reason enough to dis­
regard the arguments of the Northern Pacific, the case of 
Atlantic and Pacific v. Mingus (165 U. s. 441) held that: 
It is finally contended that the Government failed
 
to fulfill its obligation to survey the lands, and
 
tha.t this was a condition precedent to its right to
 
declare a forfeiture.
 
• • • Evidently the failure to do this did not
 
prevent the company from realiz Ing the full value
 
of the land granted by mortgaging the road, and it
 
is open to doubt whether it could, under any cir­

cumstanoes, be inststed upon as a defense to the
 
forfetture. 2
 
The road was oompleted after the time limit and the 
court added: 
1Northern Pacific B.H• .££. v. Traill Count.l 115 U.s.
 
600 (1885')"
 
2 R.6i·lr~6d .Compa~ v. MingUS 165Atlantio e.nd Pacific .:.:.;::.""';;:;.;;;;;;;...."'_V>_ .;;;._.:;;.;~, ...._.... 
U.S. 413: !iIi! IT897'. 
--------
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So far as the road was bUilt and. 
Government after that time it was ~ccepted by the 
to reoeive its appropriate'land. gra~t~~~~Yt~~:1;;:d 
rather a matter of favor than of strict right. l 
Even though all this was true the fail t
' . ure 0 survey 
had no practical effect on the loss of lands in the primary 
limits because of the withdrawal of the land from entry by 
the general route maps and the maps of definite location 
filed by the Northern Pacific. Under the general route map, 
which was in the nature of a preliminary map, the Odd-num­
bered sections in the primary limits were Withdrawn from 
settlement. The map of definite location then confirmed the 
general route. The general route withdrawal was later held 
illegal in 1904, but by then, the definite location maps 
were filed and the lands withdrawn by them. The lands had 
2been improperly held for the Northern Pacific. In addi­
tion, the Department of the Interior erroneously Withdrew 
indemnity lands from entry until August 2, 1888, an action 
improperly protecting the Northern pacific.) These illegal 
aotions set up values which should have been taken into 
account in adjusting the grant. 
This i seue of disposal of lands enumerated better 
than any other the general defensive position taken by the 
1
Ibid., p. 442. 
t Tlnrts 4- 5. PP' 208)-2085­2,Joint Hearings t on.• oi .• ~ ~ 
3!bld•• p. 2097. 
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Northern Pacific. MeG owan. in attackl VlO' this~'O Position, 
exposed the flagrant abuses of the Railroad. 
22. To deduct from the grant all areas ofi 1 d d th	 error now 
ncbU i e ereinI instead of including these area.s 
as e ng proper y in the grant and using the 
a set--off against the deficiency.l m as 
This point was not the sUbject of controversy and 
needed no further comment. 
At the conclus ion of the hearings which had lasted 
two years,	 McGowan proposed forfeiture legislat10n to 
retain all	 the lands in the national forests for the United 
states and	 compensate the Northern Pacific for all lands 
whioh the United States was not ent1tled to recover by for­
2feltura.	 The Attorney General was to institute a suit in 
the oourts	 for settlement of the controversy under the pro­
3 
posed bill. 
After 94 days of hearings and some 5,500 pages of 
testimony, the Joint Committee prepared a bill along the 
lines of the suggestions by !,leGowan and presented it to the 
4 
respective Houses by unanimous agreement. 
f1cGowan had succeeded in persuading Congress to save 
the forest reserves. On February 8, 1928, the Attorney 
1 Ibid., part 1, p. 27.
 
2 5324 •
Ibid., parts 7-10, p. 
:3 
Ibid., p. 5330. 
ent Prlnt­4.. .. .... .. (,.fhi.g ton · I;.overnm .Congressional Reco:r1. \~as-" n·..,. '-' ­
ing Office, 1929~. '101.70. part )_ p. SILO.
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General of the United States sent a memora d 
n um to the Joint 
Committee concurring on the recommended acti b 
on Y Congress 
and holding1 that the United States had the right .. f 0 f orfei­
ture. The bill was not approved in 1928 but was2 d la d e ye 
until June 25, 1929. It was approved on that day marking 
the end of the Congressional phase and the beginning of the 
finalphase--the hearing and settlement of the case by the 
courts. 
Throughout the Congressional phase, the influence of 
McGowan could not be overlooked. The Commissioner of the 
General Land Office was persuaded to correct certain errors 
in the grant which were not handled by the first tentative 
adjustment saving about 1,300,000 acres of land. McGowan 
then presented testimony which convinced the Congressional 
Committee that the lands should be held even if they had to 
be paid for. To HcGowan then, must go the credit for the 
retention of a valuable natural resource. Since the lands 
were retained by the Un! ted states by the passage of the 
bill, the orlg inal goal or the investigation was achieved. 
What remained t'las a determination of whether the past per­
formances by the Northern Pacific disentitled it to any com­
pensation for the lands rete.ined by the United States. 
1I bid.. p. 5122. 
246 U.S. Statutes 44 (1929) • 
..........--.
 
CHAPTER V 
THE JUDICIAL PHASE 
The Congressional investigative ""hase 
1:' was ended with 
the passage of the act of June 25, 1929. The roles of the 
Forest Department and McGowan were almost over at the sa.me 
time as the Justice Department took over the prosecution of 
the case. The forest lands were saved but the question of 
compensation for them remained. The Forest Department 
helped in the preparation of the Government fa Mse and the 
1influence of McGowan remained until the final settlement. 
The Forest Service cooperated extensively with 
the Department of Justice in assembling record. and 
status data, examining and evaluating the natlonal­
forest lands involved. revieWing earlier classifica­
tions of' the lands, and in othe2' essent1al features 
of the preliminary proceedings. 
The courts handled the matter until the final settle­
ment announced on August 28, 1941, by the District Court for 
the Eastern District of Washington. Although the final 
settlement was embodied in Ii court decision, the settlement 
was reached because of a combination of legislative and 
jUdicial pressure brought on the Northern Paoific. 
The District Court deci.sion of 1939 t was almost 
entirely in favor of the Northern Pacific r but the Supreme 
Goverrunent 
. . IHeRort 9..f the Forester: (Washington:
 
P:rlntl!'!fi; Offioe, 19:31:). p. '0.
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court, in 1940, reversed parts of the lowe 
r court decision 
and sent the case back to the District Court for further 
hea.rings on the points reversed. At that point, the United 
states Congress passed the Transportation Act of 1940 which 
provided for the ending of land grant rates on certain Gov­
ernmental material in return for the surrender of claims by 
the land grant railroa.ds for lands which they had not yet 
received. The Northern Pacific eVidently saw the possibil­
ity of a substantial loss in court as well as the loss of 
the reduced rates promised by the Transportation Act of 1940 
for giving up claims to the land, and decided to settle with 
the United States. 
As the author1ty tor the jUdicial phase wa.s given by 
the act of June 25, 1929, a knowledge of some of the provi­
sions included in this act was necessary for an understand-
log of the purpose of this phase. The act was intended to 
alter and amend the act of 1864 and the joint resolution of 
1870 by providing for the retention by the United States of 
all lands within the indemnity limits of the Northern 
Pacific grant, Which, on June 5, 1924, were withinlthe 
national forests or other Government reservations. The 
actual status of the grant was stll1 in doubt because the 
Secretary of the Interior was reqUired to t~lthhold his 
u.s .. statute~ 41-2 (1929). 
~ 
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approval of the adjustment of the grant by this 1929 legis_ 
lation. If there were a shortage in the grant, the United 
states was to pay the Northern Pacific. 
That for any Or all of the aforesaid ind.emnit 
lands hereby retained by the United States UnderYthis 
Act the Northern Pacific Railroad Company or its SUc­
cessor, the Northern Pacific Railway Company, or any' 
subsidiary of either or both, or any SUbSidiary of a 
subsidiary of either or both, shall be entitled to 
and shall receive compensation from the United States 
to the extent a.nd in the amounts, if any, the courts 
hold that compensation is due from the United States. 1 
Section two of the act provided for the forfeiture to 
the United States of all of the unsatisfied indemnity rights 
and any claims to additional lands in the grant under the 
2 
original granting acts. 
Congress evidently prOVided for compensation, if any 
were due, because it knew that the Northern Pacific would 
have contested the forfeiture in the courts. The provision 
for compensaticm made it appear as if the United states was 
considering the rights of the Railroad. 
The Attorney General was instructed to institute 
suits to recover any lands which were erroneously acquired 
by the Northern Pacific and to have the courts consider the 
extent to which the United States and the Northern Pacific 
performed their parts of the agreement: 
• • • inoluding the legal effect of the fore­
1
~ 
Ibid. t p. 42. 
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closure of any and all mortgages whi 
Paoific Railroad Company claims to ~h said Northern 
said granted lands by virtue of aut ve p aced on 
in the said resolution of May 31 1~7~lty cOnferred 
extent to which said prOCeedingS' and 1" and the 
meet the requirements of said resoluti~~eci~:ures 
to the disposition of said granted lands W d respect 
tive to what lands, if any, have been wr~ a~Ulrela­
erroneously patented or certified to said~omp;~i~~ 
or either of them, as the result of fraUd, mistake ' 
of law or fact, or through legislative or administra_ 
tive misaprehenslon as to the proper construction 
of said grants or Acts supplemental or relating
thereto•••• 
• • • and all other qUestions of law and fact 
presented to the joint congressional committee. l 
The Secretary of the Interior was instructed to With­
hold the approval of the adjustment of the land grant and to 
wi thhold the issuance of any t"Urther patents or munlments of 
title until the final settlement of the dispute by the 
2 
courts. 
The Attorney General filed the su.it in the District 
Court for the Eastern District of Washington on July )1, 
1930, as directed by COl1~ress, to determine whether the 
Northern Pacific was entitled to compensation for the lands 
forfe! ted. The Northern Pacific and trustees under certain 
of the mortgages filed mot ions to dismiss the Government's 
case and these mot ions 1;'1ere referred to a special master "l'J'ho 
heard testlmol'1.y on the points and made :recommendations to 
the court. 'rhe court, after ruling on the master's first 
1 
Ibid •• p. 43. 2Ibid .• p. 44 • ~ 
-
&
•
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recommendations. again referred the case to th 
e master for 
testimony on the points which had not been di i 
sm saed. The 
master reported that the indemnity lands whi h 
c were with_ 
drawn by the United States for forest resewnoes 1 
LV proper y 
belonged to the Northern Pacific and that the Company was 
1
entitled to compensation for these lands. 
In 1939. the District Court found the Northern 
Pacific entitled to compensation for 1.453.061.02 acres of 
land and entitled to patents for 428.986.68 acres of other 
land. The United States wa.s entitled to compensation for 
65,829. 77 a.cres of la.nd whioh were erroneously patented to 
2 
the Northern Pa.cific. 
The court reserved for future decision the conten­
tions of the mortgagees that they €ire purchasers for 
va.lue whose rights cannot be affected by the Govern­
ment' s claim and also ascertainment of the amount to 
be awa.rded to the company.] 
Even though the Northern Pacific wa.s jUdged entitled 
to lands by the District Court. little by little, the amount 
of la.nd to which the Northern Pacific was entitled was being 
reduced. The previous amounts were in the tentative adjust­
ment of December 23, 1924, ],900.000 acreSi in the adjust­
ment of 1925. 2,600. 000 a.cres: and. in the District Court 
lunlted States v. Northern Pac. Bl,• .£2. ~.!!2:, 41 F. 
SuPp. 27j(19411. p. 280 •. 
2 
Jbld •• p .. 276. 
3 et al. 61 S.United states v. NorthernPltQ.. Bl· .£g. - ­
ct. 264. ~72 f1940l. 
113 decision only 1,453,061 acres plus the pat t 
en S for 428,986 
acres. The work of McGowan and the Joint C 
Ommittee had 
clearly paid off. 
After the first round of decisions by th 
especial 
master, Congress passed an act on May 22, 1936, which 
authorized a direct appeal of the case by either party to 
the Supreme Court. A final decision by the District Court 
was a long time in coming, but when it was announced in 
1939, both parties ma.de use of the act of 1936 and appealed 
to the Supreme Court. The case was argued before the 
SUpreme Court in 1I1B.rch and. October of 1940, and the deciSion 
1 
was announced on December 16, 1940. 
Most of the points raised by McGowan during the Con­
gressional Hearings were either rejected by the SUpreme 
Court or were not decided because the eight justices Who 
heard the case were equally divided in their opinions. 2 The 
ninth justice, Justice Murphy, was involved in the earlier 
Phase of the case in his position as attorney general and so 
:3took no part in the case. There were, however, some points 
made by the Un!ted Ste.tes which the SUpreme Court felt were 
valid. The first of these was the fraud in the mineral 
olassifioation Which HcGowan established for the Joint Com­
p. 276.1 .rb1~., p. 264. 2Ib1d ., 
J 
~ 
Co et aI, 41 F.United States v. Northern Pac. ,&. _. _ ­
SUPP. 273, 276 {194IL 
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mittee. In this instance f the Supreme Court 
disagreed with 
the lower court. 
The company moved to dismiss the 
in its answer denied the allegationspar~raPh and 
recommended. that the motion be sustained ::~ter 
court so ordered. In this we think there Was he 
error. I 
The Supreme Court held that the burden of proof was 
on the United states Which was not barred by laches or 
estoppel from proving the fraUd. In order to give the 
United states the opportunity to prove fraUd, the case was 
remanded to the District Court. 2 
It may be that on the trial the Government's
 
evidence Will prove fraUd on the part of the
 
company of such a character and. extent as would
 
disentitle the latter to any award••••3
 
The Court said, however, that it felt that the report 
of the mineral commissioners and the Secretary's approval of 
it created a fJprima. facie showing in favor of the classlfi­
4
cation and the company's selection of indemnity lands. II 
This would have not prevented the United States from proving 
fraUd but it was perhaps an indication that fraud would have 
been diffioult to prove. 
A second point in the favor of the United States was 
the failure by the Northern Pacific to open the la.nds 
1 Norther~ Pac. ~. Co. ~!1. 61 S.United States v. 
Ct. 264, 28~ [1940L 
2 I bid., p. 2 S3• 3Ibld. ~
 ~
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115 granted by the joint resolution of May 31 18 
, 70, to settle_ 
ment and preempt i on as required by the act Th 
·e Court held 
that the provision applied only to the la"'':'''' 
1»..Ui granted by the 
resolution, i.e. Portland to Tacoma, but that these were 
required to have been opened to settlers five years from the 
completion of the entire road in 1887, even if the lands 
were under a. mortgage, and: "••• that its failure so to do 
was a brea.ch of its contract With the United states•••• 111 
The District Court was instructed to reinstate this provi­
sion and give the United States an opportunity to prove 
2damages. 
Two areas Which received only incidental mention in 
the hearings when oompared to the attention given the 22 
points provided the United States With perhaps its best 
chanoe to defeat the entire claim of the Northern Pacific. 
The first of these was the proper definition of agricultural 
lands which lfere to have been taken to replace mineral 
losses. 'flhe grenting act of 1864 prOVided: 
That all mineral lands be, and the same are hereby, 
exclUded from the ouerations of this aot, a.nd in lieu 
thereof a lUre quantity of unoocupied and unappro­
priated agricultural lands, in odd-numbered sections. 
nearest to the line of sald road and Within fifty 
miles thereof (41 L.D. 571), may be seleoted a.s 
1
2
Jbld., p. 287­
~ 
Ihld • j p. 2B8.
 
above provided. . .. .. 1 116 
The practice of consider!,"". i .~ agr cultural sYnonymous 
with nonmineral was cited by the S 
UPreme Court as an incor_ 
rect procedure and the District Court wast 
overruled on this 
point. The Supreme Court held that: 
.. .. • it may not take lands valuable Solely for 
timber or for other. uses Which Would not justify Pre­
emption or homestead settlement under the la.nd laws 
as contemporaneously understood and administered. 
The compa.ny r S right of selection in the forest 
reserves is limited to such land as would UndeT' 
the practice of the Land Office. have bee~ avail. 
able to indiViduals under the public land 
laws.. .. .. .. 2 
This part of the case was then remanded to the Dis­
trict Court for the determination of the characteristics of 
the lands Which were Withdrawn for the national forests. 
Another opportunity for action by the United states 
was in the area of the excess value received by the Northern 
Pacific When the place lands and the indemnity lands were 
illegally wi thdrai'ln from entry by the Interior Depa.rtment. 
The withdrawal of the lands upon the filing of the general 
lunlted States Congress, House, Committee on the 
Public Lands, The Northern Pacific Land Grant, Hearil1.gs 
before Committee, 58tn Congress. 1st session. on B.J. Res. 
183, (Part 1 of .5 Darts' :vashington: Government Printing 
Ofrloe f 1924), p. 94. ThiS will hereafter be referred to as 
Jiouse .Hearings. 
2 p R'IT..• CO. -~!:1. 61 S.United States v .. ~orthernac. ::JL _ 
Ct. 264f-2a5~2B6 l19!;:O). 
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route map was held illegal in 1904. 1 
Indemnity lands Were 
also withdrawn until August 
2, 1888, When it was held that 
2this practice was illegal. 
The lands nearest to the line 
of the railroad were the most valuable so the Northern 
Pacific had reserved for it the lands which would have been 
taken first by the settlers if the lands were not withdrawn. 
The District Court had approved the motion to strike the 
issue from the case but the Supreme Court ordered it rein­
stated. 
The proof of these alleged advantages gained or 
losses suffered may be difficult. This is for develop­
ment at the hearing. The proof, however, must be of 
financial detriment to the United states or of finan­
cial benefit to the company.) 
The Northern Pacific appealed part of the District 
Court decision to the SUpreme Court and this was part of the 
same decision. The Northern Pacific claimed the right to 
indemnity selection for the Tacoma overlap which was 
deducted by the Secretary of the Interior in the a.djustment 
of the grant in 1925 and upheld by the District Court. The 
l United States Congress, Joint Committee on the 
Investigation of the Northern Pacific Railroad Land Grants, 
~eariEfS Before the Joint Congressional Committee .£!!,.. the s 
InvesC~atlon Of"'th.he Northern Paoific RailrOad land tfant ~ Parts - 5 of 15 Pti'rts' Washington: Government Prlnng 
Office, 1925-1928), PP: 2083-2085. This will hereafter be 
referred to as Joint Hearings. 
2 
Ibid., p. 2097. 
3- .h P"'o RU' Co. at a1. 61 s.United states v. Nort ern .,2-' ::...iL' - --
Ct. 264:2t571'1940'.-* 
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supreme Court upheld the decision because: 
The grant of 1864. carried title to th 1a . 
within the overlap to the company and the nds 
Congress could not and did not ~ke a' s erndefore, 
of the same lands in 1870. ' eco grant 
• • • We think it clear that Congress did not 
intend to confer a right to indemnity upon the ' 
company which would give it lands double in uantit 
at the point of intersection of two of its lines.l Y 
The practical effect of the Supreme Court decision 
was to keep open the Government's case against the Northern 
Pacific and made possible the final recovery of the lands 
without oompensation. The District Court decision was 
almost entirely in the favor of the Northern Pacific, but 
after the Supreme Court reversal. the United States was 
given the opportunity to prove fraUd, to prove the extent of 
excess value reoeived by the Northern Pacific. and. to have 
the class if ieat ion of lands reexa.mined.. After the decision, 
consultat ions were begun between the United States and the 
Northern Pacif 1c for the settlement of the dispute by agree­
ment rather than having it settled by the com-ts. It was 
very clear that the United States was going to upset at 
least some of the award made to the Northern Pacific by the 
District Court. 
Add! tl onel pressure to settle the conflict had been 
applied to the Northern Pacif 1c by Congress when it passed 
1
 
~ 
Ibid. t p. 291 ..
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the Transportation Act of 1940 which removed certain land 
grant rates. The movement for the repeal of th 1 
e and grant 
rates bega.n in 1938 when railroad earniVlO's we t ~'O re a a very 
low level. The agitation resulted in the modification of 
the agreements to transport Government traffic at reduced 
rates and was made official by the Transportation Act of 
1 
1940. In this act, the United states agreed to pay full 
commercia.1 rates for transportation except for: 
• • • military or naval Property of the United 
states mOVing for military or naval and not for 
civil use or to the transportation of members of 
the military or naval forces of the United states 
(or of property of such members) when such members 
are traveling on official duty; and the rate deter­
mined by the Interstate Commerce Commission as 
reasonable therefor shall be paid for the transpor­
tat ion by railroad of the United states maiL •••2 
This provided welcome relief for the land grant rail­
roads but several, including the Northern Pacific, were not 
to be beneficiaries of the act unless they gave up their 
claims to lands granted and not yet received. They had to 
file a release of these cla.ims with the Secretary of the 
Interior Within one year after the passage of the act, and 
this release was to be: 
A release of any claim it may have against the 
United States to lands, interests in lands, compen­
lDaV·i.d. 1Vf. E.="lli'" ".Land Grant Rates, 1850-194"(5, II Thte 
c;;;, r. '" , . i s II XX I Augus,Journal of Land and Public Utllitl Econom c_,· . 
1'943), 2T5-218. 
2 9+ u.s. Statutes 954 (1940 ). 
r 
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satton. or reimbursement on account of 1 d 
interests in lands which have been granta~ S or 
claimed to have been granted. or Which' i~ is 
claimed should have been granted to such c. rrie 
or any such predecessor in interest ••••i l' 
The Northern Pacific was being pursued from two 
sides--by the threat of the court action, and by the promise 
of the ending of the land grant rates if the claims to land 
and compensation were given up. As a result of the pres­
sure. the Northern Pacific intensified bargaining With the 
United States to reach a settlement of the dispute. An 
agreement was reached on April 11, 1941. which was in the 
form of a stipulation to be sUbmitted to the District Court 
2 
for its approval. This stipulat ion provided for the 
release of lands claimed in \vashlngton. I\fontana, Idaho, 
Oregon, North Dakota, 14innesota, Wisconsin, and i>Jyoming to 
the extent of about 4,500,000 acres and was approved by 
3Secretary of the Interior Ickes on April 19, 1941. The 
stipulation was sent to the Chairman of the Congressional 
Committees on the Public Lands to give them an opportunity 
to object to the provisions. If no objections were received 
by June 16, 1941, the stipulation was to be given to the 
District Court and to take effect when approval was ,given by 
1 
Ibid. 
~ 
SUPP. 
2United states iT. 
273, 27S (1941'. 
nNorthern .:;!.Q. Rv ~. _Co. _at !!1, 41 F. 
3New York Times, April 20 t 1941, p. 41. 
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the court. No objections were received and the 
stipulation 
was handed to the court. 
The Northern Pacific agreed t 
. . 0 
1 g ve up its claim for 
the 1, l.j. 53,061.02 acres of land which the District Court had 
awarded to the Railroad in 1939 and relinquish Us claim to 
the 2,900,000 acres which had already been denied it by the 
courts. The Northern Pacific also agreed to give up claim 
to 363,000 acres of the 428,986.68 acres which the District 
Court awarded 1t. The remainder of this land was in the 
hands of bona fide purchasers whose title was not to be 
invalidated. The Compa.ny also agreed to pay the United 
States $300, 000 in compensation. In return for these con­
cessions, the United states agreed to give up its claim 
against the Northern Pacific for lands erroneously patented: 
give up its cla.im for damages resulting from the violation 
of the $2.50 sales provision of the act of 1870; and give up 
its claim for damages resulting from illegal withdrawal of 
2 
place and indemnity lands. 
The District Court still had to approve the stipula­
tion before it was to take effect. Judge Schwellenbaoh of 
the District Court t'l8S very careful to examine the case 
closely because the circumstances were unusual. 
I Northern Pac. ~ • .£S. !1 ~, 41 F.United States v. 
SuPp. 27j t~~I rI~41). 
2Ibid., p. 287. 
122This case, however, has two cha 
are not usually found in ordinary i~~i:ristica which 
first place, the public interest is invalion• Inthe 
very high degree and, second the a 0 ved to a 
in compliance with and as th~ direc~tion ~as started 
of the Congress of the United States.!esu t of an Act 
The major question on the JUdge t a mind. Was whether 
approval by Congress was necessary before the stipulation 
could take effect. The authorization act of 1929 which 
began the jUdicial phase contained no express reqUirement of 
approval by Congress. At the same time, the act had not 
anticipated a settlement of the dispute between the parties 
2by agreement rather than dictation by the courts. The 
attorney general in his letter to the Vice President of the 
United States transmitting the stipulation as reqUired by 
the act of 1929 said: 
In my judgement, settlement upon the basis of the 
terms set forth in the stipulation is for the best 
interest of the United States. The Secretary of 
Agriculture concurs in this view and the Secretary 
of the Interior has advised me that he has no objec­
tion to the settlement providing Congress authorizes 
me to settle on the basis proposed.) 
The statement by the attorney general 1n regard to 
the opinion of the Secretary of the Interior that Congres­
sione.l authorization might be necessary was the point under 
considerat ion by the Judge. After listening to the argu­
ments of the parties, the Judge decided he would s1gn the 
1 2Ib1d ., p. 280.Ibid., p. 278. 
-
J 
Ibid., p. 287. 
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decree and that prior apprOVa.l by COVl.... re
 
1 wo SS was not neces_
 
sarY· 
The effective date of the decree was AUgust 28, 1941, 
and on this date, the forest reserve controversy ended. The 
New York Times printed: 
The famous case of the United States aga.inst the 
Northern Pacific Railway Company, which has involved 
litigation and. Congressional investigation since Civil 
War days, has been settled under the terms of a decree 
handed down in the Federal Court for the Ea.stern Dis­
trict of Washington••••2 
This decree ended the controversy which began with 
the 1921 decision by the Supreme Court. The United States 
succeeded in retaining the national forest lands a.nd in 
doing this without compensating the Northern Pacific. The 
judicial phase which had begun with setbacks to the United 
Sta.tes in the decisions of the special master and the Dis­
trict Court in 1939, ended with a victory because of the 
reversal of some of the points by the Supreme Court in 1940, 
and the remanding of the ca.se to the District Court. In 
addition, the Transportation Act of 1940 with its promise of 
the ending of lal1d grant ra.tes for surrender of claims to 
land, helped to convince the Northern Pacific to settle With 
the Un! ted States. '1'he fins1 result of the judicial phase 
was a VIctory by the United States over the Northern Pacific. 
1 
Ibid., p. 284. 
~ 
2 New York Times, August 30, 1941, p. 17. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION 
The final settlement of the case, the approval of the 
settlement by the District Court in 1941, broUght the forest 
reserve controversy to an end. AlthoUgh the settlement of 
the case took twenty years, the final result jUstified the 
effort expended. The findings in the Supreme Court case 
decided in 1921 lcThich awarded forest reserve lands to the 
Northern Pacific took no notice of the performance by the 
Railroad of 1ts part of the contract. It was only the 
diligence of D. F. McGowan and others in keeping the case 
alive that permitted the eventual Victory by the United 
sta.tes. lVIcGowan persuaded the General Land Office to cor­
rect errors in the administration of the grant, and by that 
method reduced the total deficiency in the grant. Congress 
was persuaded by NcG 01'l8n and persons in the execu.tive branch 
of the Government to investigate the nonperformance by the 
Northern Pacific of :1. ts part of the agreement. In the 
COUrse of the Congressional investigation, I~cGowan brought 
out ev idence to support his claim that the Northern Pacific 
was not entitled to any additional land--evldence whioh con­
vinced the camm!ttee to adopt his idea to forfeit the 
remaining claims of the Northern Pacific to land and insti­
tute a sut te to determine whether the Northern Paoific was 
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entitled to compensat ion for the forfeit d ,_
 
e J.tl.nds. AlthoUgh
 
the final phase of the case was handled by th
 
e courts,
 
McGowan and his forces had guided the case to the point
 
where the original goal of retaining the fore tId 
S an s was 
attained. The Supreme Court reversal of parts of the Dis­
triot Court decision of 1939 left the way open for the 
United states to overturn the decision to award compensation 
to the Northern Pacific for the lands forfeited by the leg­
islation of 1929. Before the District Court could act on 
the points remanded by the Supreme Court in 1940, the stipu­
lation which settled the case was drawn up and approved by 
the Northern Pacifio and the United States. The jUdicial 
developments in 1940 and the impact of the Transportation 
Act of 1940 and its repeal of the land grant rates caused 
the Northern Pacific to settle the case on terms favorable 
to the Un!ted States. The Northern Pacific gave up its 
claim to the national forest 1arllis and its claim to compen­
sation as \'Jell as agreeing to pay a cash award to the United 
states. The original situation of 1921 with the forest 
reserve lands awarded to the Northern Pacific was reversed. 
The settlement of the case on the basis of the stipu­
lation marked a victory for the United states. It was not a 
Victory in the sense that the forest landS were retained by 
the Un1ted States, as that was the case in 1929 with the 
passage of the act ~Thlch began the judicial phase. It was 
« 
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in the denial of compensation for the lost 1 d 
an s that the 
victory was won. The main point of the entire investigation 
was whether the United States was required t 
o perform all of 
the conditions of the agreement gra.nting the land
' s, while 
it was evident that the Northern Pacific had been lax in 
performing SOme of its part. The finding by the SUpreme 
Court in 1940 indicated that the practices of the Northern 
Pacific were to be taken into account in the adjustment of 
the grant. Even though the United States was not given the 
opportunity to prove the case because of the settlement, and 
even though the case was going to be difficult to prove, the 
mere recognition of the situation by the Supreme Court 
marked a Victory for the United states, for the position was 
very different from that taken by the courts in the previous 
cases. 
The concept of the public interest beit".g involved in 
the status of the landS was mentioned in the controversy but 
this was not taken into account by the courts in rendering 
their decisions. The Government was not viewed as an agent 
of the people but simply as a body of rules and laws which 
applied to the land grants. President coolidge, Judge 
Schl'1ellenbach, and the Secretaries of Agriculture and 
Interior made ment 10n of the ooncept and it was also men-
the attitude of the tloned at times	 in the hearings, but 
was ml ss Ing from muoh of the controversy.pUblio interest 
127In a very real sense then, the t ermlnatl 
on of the case Was 
not technically a victory for the public i t 
n eTeat but simply 
one of	 lal-'1. lrhe victory of la.w was the r 
ecognition that the 
Northern Pacific was held to its obligatio t f 1 
n 0 u fill the 
terms of the gra.nt. The PUblic interest was served by the 
outcome of the case but only because it happened to be cOin­
cident with the presenation of the national forests. 
The main goal of f.lcGowan--to circumvent the decision 
in 256 U. S. 51 and save the forest lands was achieved and so 
a. personal victory for him was a result of the final deci­
sion. Not only had the forest lands been saved, but the 
Northern Pacific Was forced to give up claims for lands over 
and	 above the forest lands. 
Some of the luster of the final result dimmed when 
the int luence of the removal of the land. grant rates was 
considered. The Northern Pacific did not give up the lands 
Without compensation in the form of increased rates paid by 
the United Sta.tes. In the long run. from a purely monetary 
Point of View, the Northern Pacific actually profited by 
giving up its claims to the lands in question. 
In another sense--the long term gain for the people 
of the United States produced by the preservation of a small 
Pa.rt of the remaining public domain-.. it has turned out to 
k~ been ~erY difficulthave been a good bargain. It would uo;~e 
for the Ull1 ted States to establi.sh the amount of the added 
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value received by the Northern Pacific in th 
e areas which 
were to have gone back to the District Court in 1940 for 
hearings and for this reason, it was a wise s ttl 
e ement by 
the United states. The Northern Pacific Was not harmed by 
the agreement as the estimated amount of the 
receipts from 
all land grant sources was about $136,000,000 and the cost 
of the line from Ashland, Wisconsin, to Tacoma, Washington, 
1 
was $70,000,000. 
The entire Northern Pacific land grant history was 
marred by poor judgement on the part of some of the officials 
of the United states. That the grant was poorly adminis­
tered was shown by the changes in the tentative adjustment 
made by the Commissioner of the General Land Office in 1925 
in response to the points made by HcGowan regarding mistakes 
by the Land Office. 
Congress Was also guilty of many errors of judgement 
which gave the Northern Pacific additional values beyond 
those conta.ined in the granting act of 1864 and the joint 
resolution of 1870. The Northern Pacific most certainly 
could ha.ve been built under these two acts without the addi­
tional modifications. Congress, along with the courts, 
I ... t C ittee on theUn! ted Sta.tes Gor.gress ~ J?in , own. oad lAnd Grants I 
Investigation of the Northern f'aolf1c Railr l tee on the 
Hearl: S Before the Joint Co reSSiOnalf}:adt UindGTB:nts 
nves at10n of the Northern 8.0 f 0 1 a . . t Printing
Pa.rts - 5 of 15 ~ts; Washington: GO\Tsrnmen 
Office. 192 5-1928), pp. 2016-2017. 
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closed 1ts eyes to the many violations of the 1:10' 
""Oreements by 
the Northern Pacific. Northern Pacific intI 
uence was 
Present in the Congress although diffi"'ult t 
v 0 prove. 
Mineral land fraud was eVidently common knowledge in the 
areas in which the lands were located as the testimony 
before the Joint Committee regarding Montana. clearly showed. 
but no action was taken. The Northern Pacific, throughout 
the history of the grant, engaged in fraudulent practices, 
the mineral classification being the outstanding example. 
The original grant was far more generous than it needed to 
be and the Northern Pacific increased the value by its 
improper actions. It was impossible to know where the 
credit for originating the mineral practices was to be 
placed, whether it l<1aS a. decision by the executives of the 
Railroa.d or by the agents in the field. however, because of 
the Wide spread a.buses. it appeared to have been a high 
level deais ion. 
Congress was certa.inly aware of the results Which 
Some of the act 1t passed created. The ~1ount Rainier Park 
Act of 1899 clearly gave additional value to the Railroad as 
did the acts which 11m!ted the United states to the minimum 
government price for the lal'lds whioh were erroneously 
patented to the Northern Paoific and which were sold by the 
company • 
Despi te all of this. the final result must have 
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brought satisfaction to many persons in the United States 
who saw for the first time the victory, even if a somewhat 
nebulous one, by the Un!ted States over the Northern Pacific 
and most of allfit must have brought great satiSfaction to 
D. F. McGowan, the man most responsible for the victory. As 
for the Northern Pacific, it did not SUffer greatly by the 
final decision as it received fa.r more than the cost of the 
road from the land that it sold. 
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